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BIG CONVENTION IN CHICAGO
It Met For Only Four Minutes at Noon, Adjourned Until
Four O'clock and Then Adjourned Until Tomorrow
at 1 1 O'clock Without Report From
Credentials Committee.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

They Will Renounce Allegiance to Both Republican and
Democratic Organizations and Steer Middle Course
Is Declared
Under New Name-Rid- er
Nominated by the People.

Fight Apparently Has Concentrated in Committee on
Credentials, Where Roosevelt Men Demand Ousting

was Heard everywhere
about the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) I States, and fiat Mr. Roosevelt und his
Roosevelt headquarters, as the man
Chicago, 111., June 2d. Conflicting followers will not recognize the na,
to whom some supporters of the eo!-- !
SUMMARY.
reports came from the Roosevelt head-- tional Republican convention as reguonel would t irn was in secret confer- N
Chicago, 111., June 20. Requariers today that. Colonel Roosevelt lar unless the Hadley motion to oust
from all the - contested delegates was adopthad released his delegates
ence w ith the president.
publican national convention in
session exactly four minutes
Davis Denies Post Statement,
obligations to vote for him. At 11:.10 ed, was the declaration of Colonel
a. m. the Colonel issued a statement Roosevelt and his
from 12:02 p. m. to 12:0G p. in.
About half an hour after the statecampaign manager,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) arranged from noon to 1 p. m. with cousin of Senator La.Follcr.te, of Wis- which was
Recess was taken until 4 p.
ment by Post that Roosevelt had revariously interpreted. It Senator Dixon ;it. i o'clock today.
a
mornto Friday
held conference with William
further
consin,
adjournment
comisaid:
m. to permit credentials
leased his delegates, O. K. Davis,
Dixon Announces Decision.
Conventiou
Hall, Chicago, .";ing to give nine iui uie su.uituuu Barnes of New York, in the hitter's
has come when feel that
mittee to progress sufficiently
Colonel
connected with the Roosevelt headRoosevelt
and
Senator
rooms today. It was said that UtFol 1 "The time
20. With rain pourRoosevelt
bitter
around
the
June
II!.,
revolving
to make a report.
must make certain statements not Dixon conferred after the
quarters, emerged from the conferktte bore a message from the Wisconmorning ading in torrents outside and the V fight to reshape itself.
members
elected
the
At noon Roosevelt members
to
honestly
'only
ence room and said, "Colonel Roose-- :
journment and when they concluded,
thousands of spectators and Nl' Announcement bv
Post sin leader regarding the UiFollet.te in- ot the
N of credentials committee agreed
Republican national, convention, their discussion, Mr. Roosevelt
was
velt authorizes me to say that any
the details ot
but
structed
the
delegates,
uproarshouting
Colonel
Roosevelt
of
delegates
Rico
Porto
that
inbut to the rank and file of the Repu- rushed through the crowd at the Conto push only the 4S contests
statement that he has released his
what N had released his delegates was follow the conference were not disclosed.
became
it
iously,
apparent
volved in Arizona, California,
party, and the honest people of gress hotel to his luncheon room and
,
Senator Kenyon this afternoon is- - blican
the reason was for adding ex- aelegates is absolutely untrue.
ed in half an hour by a statement by
This
the entire nation, f went, into this Senator Dixon announced the concluTexas and Washington.
a
Some of the Roosevelt leaders, pro
statement
to
in
su'd
force
tra
the
saying:
policemen
O. K. Davis denying that. Roosevelt
for certain great principles. At sion that had been reached.
S was done to expedite the work
in fight
ceeded on the theory that Mr. Post's
the hall today. The Taft men
had given such a release.
This was! "The situation today is greatly
moment I can only serve these
and to prevent possible idleness
the
"We will, not recognize the legality
a raid on the hall by the
announcement was correct.
supplemented by a statement by Col. favor of Senator Cummins' candidacy. principles by continuing to bear the of this
jv feared
in the convention of three or
in
Republican conven
the
offers
the
ideal
deHe
A
men.
Roosevelt
compromise
strong
sides
leaders
both
of
which
Root
for
Permanent Chairman.
Roosevelt,
which their tion until it purges itself of the 7S
four days.
personal responsibility
His
fitness
crisis.
and
was
of
Present
tachnient
ability
Rooseplaced
police,
The committee on permanent orinternreted variously although
Credentials committee continstolen delegates enumerated in Govtor chief executive are admitted by advocacy has brought me.'
on the platform.
vi.'H tnnk this nnaitinn ttlitt li
pniitft
Xearly an
ganization this morning voted 22 to 7
Post Sticks to Story.
ued work through the noon
ernor Hadley's motion of yesterday.
the
leaders of all factious at Washinghour after Chairman Root had
at
not
release
instructed
to
delegates
make
the
of
H.
Post
Former Governor Regis
hour.
temporary organization
"The nomination for President alad- is
ton
and
he
the
least
declared
convention
the
objectionable;
vote
him.
to
for
primaries
Porto Rico earlier had announced that ready has been made. The American
permanent.
Fourteen thousand people
to either extreme of the party in this
not
an
had
left
officer
journed,
his people have named Theodore RooseThis would continue Root as pre-- I
Colonel Roosevelt had released
crowded into the Coliseum with
Compromise Man is Sought.
convention.
the platform.
They remained
but, would remain in the velt and elected a
siding officer and continue all the
Talk of a compromise candidate bedelegates
difficulty only to be turned out
a
demands
majority of more
"The
situation
cordons
of
today
'there surrounded by
a few minutes after they had
came general early today. In the fore- calm counsel for the success of the race, and this statement was accepted than loo delegates to this convention.
temporary officials, throughout the
The police were un- police.
a
of
leaders.
number
the Roosevelt
by
convention.
noon it seemed apparent that the
These delegates must be recognized
S reached their seat.
der command of Assistant Chief
party in the states and in the dis- The Colonel's own statement, was so or
A report that Colonel Roosewe will not recognize the convenThe motion to make the temporary
Roosevelt forces were disintegrating. tricts as well as in the nation.
thirty-fivSchuettler.
After
s velt had released all his deleinterpreted. O. K. Davis, of the Roose- tion as the regular convention of the
Many delegates were of the impression
organization permanent was made by
crowd
out
the
thinned
Still
Penrose.
minutes,
Taft
Says
velt headquarters, however, said he Republican party.
that such a condition would stiffen the
Governor
gates later was denied by the
Pennesvill of
Delaware,
somewhat.
A Taft delegation
"We will stay with President Taft," was authorized by the Colonel to say
Colonel.
the
forces
while
Taft
"If the convention does not unseat
others
expressed
whereupon Ira C. C'opely of Illinois
with megaphones yelled "we
It was
with beating said Senator Penrose unen tola today the statement as to the release of dele- the 7S delegates what will happen?"
reported Colonel
belief, that satisfied
moved a substitue asking that the
want Taft." An Towa delega- would
of
Presidcn1
rumors
the
that
Roosevelt might appear in pergates was absolutely false.
Post Backs Up on Story.
Roosevelt, the President's supporters
committee defer action until the re-- !
tion cheered Cummins. Some
reA further conference of the Roose-- j
son when the convention
would be willing to unite on a third get out of the way to permit the nom-- j
"That will come later. We will wait
of the committee on credentials
of
the
port
were
turned
out
lights
velt. forces was scheduled for 2 p. m. developments on this before
sumed at 4 p. m.
candidate who would be able to hold ination of another candidate.
had been received and acted upon by
taking
and more people left the hall.
"So far," the Senator continued-,- today.
Met at, 4 p. in. and adjournin line.
the
factions
any further action," replied
party
Senator
the
The
convention.
went
came
on the N
out
Schuettler
delegates
11
and!
a.
m.
V ed to
The name of Governor Hadley was "he is the strongest man suggested
Hadley Denies Breach.
Dixon.
Friday because
wild but the Copeley motion was lost
platform. The crowd called for
the credentials committee was
heard frequently in connection with certainly there can be no reason for
Colonel Hoosevelt arranged for a
After being in conference with Col-- j
7 to 22.
a speech.
All were good nat- unable to report.
the third candidate talk. Most of the dropping him until after a roll fall onel Roosevelt for thirty minutes, private conference with his leaders
ured but terrifically noisy.
The crowded hall became quiet al-- j
X
New York delegation were in confer- shall have demonstrated the contrary. "j Governor Hadley, the Roosevelt door to be held immediately after luncheon.
most instantly upon the fall, of the
m. and it was said that
ence until 4
Some held the view that in case oi leader said; "I will continue in the! Not, all the delegates will be admitted.
gavel. Yesterday U took fifteen minChicago, 111., .Tune 20 The quick Mr.
a Roosevelt
Chicago, 111., .lime 20. Exactly four; utes to secure
supporter,
Littauer,
the
nomination of Colonel Roosevelt fight on the same lines as I have been The statement that Roosevelt, has reSuccession of events last night and to- order.
minutes (12:02 to 12:06 I), m.) was
Asked leased his delegates is untrue," said
had helped in a movement to launch a by a bolting convention, some other following in the convention."
of
Dean
conditions
as
Sumner's
day
produced
complete
prayer regarded
the duration of the opening session
boom for Justice Charles K. Hughes. candidate than Mr. Taft might more about a report of a disagreement,
Senator Dixon. "No such action has
confusion
of
when
third
seasa-the
to
the
the
day
'
of the third day's session of the Re-- ; peculiarly appropriate
The names of Senators LaFolleite and
of jt ween himself and Colonel Roosevelt, been taken. Roosevelt could not reradical
hold
the
wing
occasion was app'auded.
opRepublican national convention
Cummins also were heard in this dis- the party in hand.
he denied there was any foundation lease the delegates from the states in
publican national committee. The im- tcial
Five door keepers alleged to have "ned. Even the wisest party strate- - cussion and
4.(1110
neonle
mense, crowd, nearlv
which direct primaries have been held
supporters of the Wisconbecame for it.
However most onlookers
did not profess to see the outadmitted
without
2,000
gists
hall!
nearly
people
who had foneht. their wav into the
Senator Miles Poindexter of Wash if he wanted to."
sin and Iowa Senators were active.
new
no
be
would
convinced
there
that
come.
were
discharged by
after an hour or more in line, haditickeU yesterday,
Post who was responLaFollette Sends Message?
ington said' is he lei the conli'rence
So confusing was the situation that,
bergeant-at-Armstone today.
sible for the original statement that
been
only to go out agaii:..
h'is
deter
room:
"Nothing
)
a
Four
From
of
an
M.
II.
(Continued
LaFoliette
Page
Tennessee,
An effort to induce the Illinois deleadjournment of the convention was
The only business was the prayer
mined. The convent ion will recess the delegates had been released, said
to join in a bolt continued till
and the motion of Watson of Indiana gates
until So'ciock and the representatives later in the day that he had been mis3 o'clock this morning but failed.
to be in recess until 4 p. m.
of the Uooseve't delegations will hold taken.
met
California
The
this
delegation
The ostensible reason for the recess
ROOSEVELT LEAVES IT
;i meeting at 2 p. in. to decide on all
an15 ROPE
MOVE
RIOTS
PARKER
FEDERALS
RAGE
was the fact that the credentials com- morning and prepared a resolution
TO HIS FOLLOWERS.
(iiiestions as to what course shall be
conits
the
from
withdrawal
nouncing
afcontests
mittee, at work upon the
taken from now on.
111.,
The
said
June 20. Theodore
vention.
Chicago,
they
delegates
fecting the personnel of the conven- would not be bound
candidate Roosevelt, before his political advisers
"Was any compromise
by the action "of
tion, had only fairly begun its work.
OCRATS mentioned in Hie conference?" he was ami a personally selected number of
I REBEL LINE
CLOUQORBFT!
a lot. of thieves."
William Jennings is Cheered.
a!;eti.
Chairman Root, came on the platform
'elegatrs instructed for him, late this
The only welcoming applause this
"No. There was no such discus- afternoon read a statement of his poat 11:30. His arrival was unnoticed by
was
for
William
Jennings the crowd.
morning
sition in the Republican
nomination
General Huerta Gives Long Sheriff of Otero County In National Committee Agrees sion."
Bryan, who is reporting the conven"Were any plans for averting a bolt fight, and left, it to them to decide
As a result of the position in which
tion for a number of newspapers.
at the opFull Control of Situation
taken ?"
what position they would take in the
Upon Him as Temporary
Expected Order Which
As Mr. Bryan moved to his seat in the convention found itself
is certain that there will struggle. Mr. Roosevelt called before
it
"No,
Chirman
the press section of the platform, sev- ening of the convention, the rules
However
Means Battle
at Baltimore
be a holt as you call it. I do not call him, two delegates from each of the
today decided to draw up
eral persons in the gallery cried, committee
a. set of rules to govern the proceed-urit a bolt. It is a beginning of a new states which has
"Speech, Speech." Mr. Bryan smiled.
supported him and
of that committee in the future.
movement, in po'itics. We will not be the leaders in his campaign.
After the noon adjournment, Mr.
After
TO
ERYaN
OPPOSED
VEGAS
SUSTAIN
OUTPOSTS
GO
TO
LOSSES
US
The
committee
until
we
later
a faction of the Republican party;
adjourned
outlining his position declaring that
Bryan held an informal reception over in
Nichoto
the day
permit Professor
will be a new party, a new force in he would continue his fight for the
the rail of the press section.
las Murray Butler of Columbia UniverAmerican politics that will overcome principles he had outlined from the
People waited in a long line to
Is
Woodson
of
Announceof
Definite
Mounted
Van
Guard
1800
That
Ury
Kentucky
Likely
the reactionaries who now dominate beginning, the colonel left the room
shake hands with Mr. Bryan, who sity to put the new rules into proper
Selected as Temporary Secre-armen Will Keep up Running
ment as to Prizefight Will
both the Republican and Democratic and the delegates and leaders sat
wrote his autograph for anybody who parliamentary language.
The police force at the Coliseum was
at Meeting Today.
Be
Made
Skirmish
With
it.
down to deliberate what should be
parties." declared the senator.
Enemy.
requested
Beside
doubled
the
today.
"Does Colonel Roosevelt's release done. A protracted session was exAlthough the real news of the sit nearly
will pected.
uation was developing nearly a mile usual number on the floor, two hun ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Governor McDonald is planning to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) of his delegates mean that they
dred additional police were drawn up
was
candidate?"
to
he
other
away at the hotels, the crowd around
'
go
any
20.
Colonel Roosevelt returned to the
Md.,
Former
June
Las
headBaltimore,
At General Huerta's federal
leave Friday evening for
Vegas,
end in the Coliseum today was in the in the runways under the platform.
asked.
conference at 3:80 p. m., walking arm
re- quarters, Santa Rosa'ia, Mex., June 20. and thence for Mora on Saturday morn. Judge Alton B. Parker today was rec
took
the
convention
When
its
most tense condition of mind.
"No, not at all. It simply means in arm with Governor Hadley of MisFred Fornoff of the ommended for temporary chairman of
The order to move north on the ing.
Captain
cess, the report was everywhere curPolice Are Officious.
that
the
Democratic
convention
national
they will be free to act as they souri to the meeting room.
is
to
return
Police
Mounted
Bachimtonight
rent about the Coliseum that Colonel Mexican rebel stronghold at
did not
Chief of Police McWeeny took per- Roosevelt would come to the conven ba was given today by General Huer- from Las Vegas and important devel- which meets here next week by the desire. Colonel Roosevelt
The Roosevelt delegates after a two-howish to hamper any man, by asking
sonal charge of the police and his or- tion at 4 o'clock and make, or try to ta, the federal commander. The Van opments in the prize fight situation committee of arrangements.
session and after listening to
ders were so strict and so harshly en- makeea. speech. Nobody really knew guard of 1,800 cavalry under General are expected.
was made to Judge him to join in a bolt when bound by Colonel Roosevelt's outline of his poOpposition
j
forced that even legitimate ticket hold- whether it was true or not, but it addinstructions to Roosevelt. No great sition in the fight, adopted a resolution
Parker.
New Desks for Federal Building,
Rabago is expected to he in frequent
movement can succeed if its followers providing that they should participate
ers, including newspaper men, were ed to the excitement.
The vote follows:
en
New desks, cabinets and filing cases
The
with
skirmishes
the
enemy.
treated as if they were committing a
in the regular convention at tonight's
Hundreds of people sat down in the tire division, commanded by General for the federal building were received
Judge Parker S; Representative are under any restraint."
crime in desiring to enter.
"Will the Roosevelt delegates leave session and in succeeding
sessions
hall to wait until 4 p. m.
Henry of Texas 3; Senator Kern oi
be
will
at
today,
encamped
Huerta,
probably
For a newspaper correspondent try- TENSE STRAIN IS AP'Indiana 1; Senator O'Gorman of New the hall?"
until it became apparent they could
Chief DeDutv Coal Oil Inspector.
or
Concho
at
LaCruz
nightfall.
"That has not yet be n decided. The not longer take part in the proceedOllie James of
ing to cover alone the happenings at
PARENT IN WHITE HOUSE.
Cn,i nil inanpetnr Frank l.nnez has York 1; Senator-elec- t
The outpost fighting has resulted
the hotels and also at the Coliseum,
3.
of whether we shall endeavor ings.
D. C, June 20. A reKentucky
question
chief
depColeman
Washington,
Alfred
K!
federal
appointed
dead,
the task was simply impossible. Cor- port from Chicago reached the White in a loss of several
hold
convention in the t: all or
a
to
committee
debated
sueThe
the
The caucus of Roosevelt leaders alto
question
at
utv
Albuquerque
CO horses
killed. The
inspector
- leave
respondents were held in the crowds House today saying that President wounded and
the
nominamake
would
building and have our con- so determined that between sessions,
whether
the
they
Nestor
ceed
Montoya.
much
at
are
estimated
losses
rebel
while
at the doors an hour or more
Taft had authorized Senator Crane to
tlon unanimous.
AoDeal Granted.
Judge Parker was vention separately will be taken up a caucus should be held to determine
ticking telegraph instruments waited release the Taft delegates to the na- greater figures because the governreceived the; at this afternoon's meeting."
declared
selected,
was
having
an
upon the action of each session as it
In
the
federal
court,
appeal
ment outposts claim to have occupied
lor them inside.
j
conference may effect their position.
vote.
When the Roosevelt
tional Republican convention followin the hills granted in the case of the United plurality
The various delegations began stragpositions
advantageous
was broke up a group of excited, irritable
ing Colonel Roosevelt's reported ac- twenty miles north of here.
States vs. The Alaniogordo Lumber
Following is the t'ull text of the
Urey Woodson of Kentucky,
gling in about 11:30, the crowds at tion in
broke from the doorway of the statement issued by Mr. Roosevelt this
sec-leaders
his.
cases,
old
as
timber
chosen
one
of
the
releasing
temporary
unanimously
Company,
had
General
the doors forcing them to enter singly.
reported he
President Taft immediately denied routed the Rabago
retary, and Colonel John 1. Martin of j colonel's suite. Flinn of Penusylva- afternoon:
Spanish American Normal School.
The hand began playing popular airs at
enemy in every instance.
down
reto
come
dashed
a
first
sergeant-at-arms- .
the
out,
of
and
had
St.
the
after
he
talked
this
nia,
"On behalf of these principles, I
Louis,
Francisco
city,
report
temporary
Delgado
11 o'clock and continued until gavel
Armies Are Near Now.
disNormal The committee was still in session at! a back stairway.
made my appeal straight to the peo-p'- e
fell. The music was varied today by with Senator Crane over the long
At the Rebel Front, Ortiz, Mexico, gent of the Spanish American
:30 p. m.
"There is nothing to say. Nothing
I went before them,
themselves.
a woman singing, who was heartily ap- tance teleghone, White House officials June 20. Federal scouting parties School, has issued a call for a meetCom - is decided," he exclaimed,
I made
William
the
at
announced that Senator Crane had deBryan,
for
of
Jennings
the
organization
my argument in full; and evregents
plauded.
have approached to a point eight mi'es ing
26.
moner, who is in Chicago reporting the
Scene of Confusion.
ery move I made was in the open with"
Scarcely any notice was taken of the nied having made any such statement. below this place, and a sharp engage- Santa Fe on Wednesday, June
New Move Any Moment.
Republican convention for several pa- Licenses.
out concealment of any kind. The opall
waved
and
inquirer?
Spn!,tor
Fishing
Hunting
arrival of Chairman Root, who stood
ciapp
the
ment is looked for during
day.
It was said that the president's conFrom now on until further notice, pers, is known to be strongly opposed aw,ly with an lnll)atIent exclamation, position to me was extraordinarily bitfor a moment, the target for a battery
Rebels Ready for Battle.
ol
a
number
,
fishine and hunting licenses will be to Judge Parker as are
nf tho th. ,
versation with Crane had strengthened
th. r(mf(,rPI1. ter, for I was opposed by the practicf photographers.
Bachimba, Mex., June 20. The en
to agree to any
not
issued only from the office of Game ether Democrats of prominence who hurried away. Following the Post an- cally solid phalanx of the big, conscihis
determination
noon
is
moved
south
at
rebel
tire
Applauded.
army
Prayer
and Fish Warden T. C. de Baca. They deem him to closely allied with
nouneement at 10:80 a. m. that Col- enceless beneficiaries of special privtoday to meet the advancing federals
The gaven fell a few minutes after compromise.
be secured either through mail tain strong financial interests and onel Roosevelt had released his del ilege in every form, and of course the
in
situation
tenseness
of
The
the
near Ortiz, less than 20 miles away.
noon and the Rev. Dean Walter Sumtalksome
are
of
radicals
the
already
or on personal application.
from all obligation to support many big newspapevs which are conner of the Cathedral St. Peter and St Chicago was reflected today at the A long string of troop trains carried
of a boU if WaI1 street should dom- - egates
' iR
Filed Oath of Office.
House
Taft
President
White
his
the scene around the trolled by or in the interest of the
fortified
although
of
their
out
candidacy,
insurrectos
was
the
There
apoffered
Paul
prayer.
Misuel A. Otero. C. F. "ate the Baltimore convention, and Congress Hotel was one of confusion bosses and special privileges.
himself was apparently little disturb positions here. One train run by a
with
the
wRoosevelt
ne
plause at the conclusion of the prayer.
party.
joining
filed
J
and D. E. Boat right have
"Nevertheless in the appeal of the
The report was received with varyFloor Leader Watson of the Taft ed. He declined, however, to see careless engineer collided with an en Easier
KarKer ueciines to laiK.
with orotorv nf state Antonio J.
several interpre- people, I won.
and
affect
given
ing
'forces obtained recognition imnie-- j newspapermen and officials an- gine, killing one man and wounding Lucero their oaths of office. The mem20.
N.
June
Y.,
Rochester,
Judge
"In many of the Republican states
nounced that there would be no state- six, including Colonel Castenada.
deletations. Groups, of Roosevelt
diately.
bers of the board of dental examiners, Alton B. Parker, when shown the disHe explained that the credentials ment from him until the situation was
gathered to discuss it, many of and of the Democratic states where
gates
temas
selection
his
C.
announcing
F.
patch
J.
R.
SMnfiold,
J. J. Clark,
Lord,
them cheering the colonel and declar- there is a large and real Republican
committee was not ready to report and clarified. This was taken to indicata HASTINGS MINERS ALL
M. J. Moran and J. Q. Welch have also porary chairman ot the Democratic
moved that a recess be taken until 4 that new moves in the game in which
ing they would stand by him to the party, primaries of different kinds
WERE FOUND LIFELESS. flied
to
declined
make
convention
national
their oath.
and go with him into any action were held, and a substantial expreso'clock. The motion prevailed with- the president is the central figure,
end
any comment, or to say whether he
Incorporation.
of the will of the people was ob
out objection, and the thousands who may be expected at any time.
Cave-ihe
in
might recommend. It was said sion
Shaft by
Twelve Men Caught
papers were filed to- would accept. He Is in Rochester at- that. 114
tained.
In these primary slates, some
Incorporation
No Compromise.
to
still were perspiring from the exertion
had
"signed up"
delegates
Following Explosion Died
3,000,000 voters, the rank and file of
day with the corporation commission tending the trial of the independent go our of the convention.
Members of the cabinet discussed
required to get In at once began to
Like Rats in a Trap.
cases.
cast their votes;
by the Suburban Realty Company ot telephone
scramble to get out.
Others were inclined to believe that the Republican party,
politics with the president as long as
Bryan Takes One at a Time.
I beat Mr. Taft considerably
over two
Albuq jerque capitalized at 525 1.000.was
to
on
the
he
talk
had
the
course
willing
to
of
former
New
subject.
the
Leased
Post Says Delegates Released,
Mexican)
Tnre
( By Special
president
Chicago, 111., June 20. William J.
and dirto one. In these states, I obtained six
The
laid
up.
incorporators
of
them
One
Colin
asserted
there
At 10:30 o'clock this morning
flatly
Trinidad, Colo., June 20. W. J. Mur- ectors are: W. H. Gi'lenwater, 1800 Bryan today refused to commit him-se'- f made it easy for them to remain
delegates to Mr. Taft's one.
He contra ray,
onel Roosevelt released his delegates would be no compromise.
on the report that he is opposed the convention as "regulars" with an
general manager of the
of my dele100
Atanasio
Montoya,
"Xearly
from a"Tl obligations to support him. dicted the report that a third man
to
vote
for
thiid
a
Fuel Company, and deputy shares;
opportunity
part? gates came from these primary states
John W. Wilson, 100 shares. to Alton B. Parker's presiding as tem- - candidate if
shares;
He will not withdraw from the fight. might receive Mr. Taft's support.
chose.
they
State Mine Inspector Henry King this
where the people had a chance to exporary chairman of the Democratic naRace Riot at Cloudcroft.
This, statement was made by
The third or compromise candidate
Cummins Wants No Bolt.
morning accompanied a party into the
press themselves. Mr. Taft's strength
Governor McDonald is In receipt of journs."
Regis H. Post of Porto Rico,
Washington, D. C, June 20. Sena- wrecked slope of the Hastings mine
"One convention at a time please," talk was second in point of interest, to as Indicated by the two roll calls alOtero
from Cloudcroft,
dispatches
close associate of Colonel Roosevelt
in the Roostor Cummins declared today he hopec where twelve were killed Tuesday
an effort was mad? to he said. "Our convention comes next, the exciting developments
ready taken, consisted chiefly (aside
"Colonel Roosevelt will stay In the there would be no bolt at the Chicago night in an explosion, in an effort to county, that
evelt ranks, though the staunch Taft from his ninety stolen delegates) of
drive out the negro population of that There will be plenty of time to
to
the end," said Mr. Post. "He convention. He was In constant com- determine the exact cause. The offileaders declared there would be no the nearly solid delegations from the
fight
resort. The sheriff of Otero cuss it when this convention
will not withdraw under any circum- munication by telephone with his cials expect to confirm the belief that
compromise candidate.
territories and from the southern
Wilson Installs Telephone,
that it was
however,
reports
stances." Colonel Roosevelt was dic- friends there who are urging his can- the blast was caused by a "windy
The American people and the Re- states in which there Is no real ReNew York, June 20 Governor Wood-hwork of 'hoodlums and that
the
merely
shot" that set off a "pocket" of gas.
tating a statement setting forth his didacy as a compromise candidate.
can handle the situation without 'row Wilson left here today for Sea publican voters of the country already publican party South Carolina, Geor- decision when the ponouncement was
I do not think the Iowa delegation The twelfth body was taken out at
Roosevelt
have nominated Theodore
mf.de. Governor Hadley, whose name will bolt," he said.
4 o'clock this morning.
(j.
for the presidency of the Vnlted
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Five.)

of Taft Delegates.- Threats to Bolt Find Progressives Still Divided.
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COMFORTING WORDS.

The Little Store

Many a Santa Fe Household
Find Them So.

Will

THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1912.

ual opening of the library doors to the
public.
Breaking

Court Records at Roswell.

term
What is the
To have the pains and aches of a; of the district court in Chaves county
bad uack removed; to be entirely free, is now in progress at Roswell. This
The highest point of woman's
You
from unncying, dangerous
is reached only through mothurinary is the first, term of court the new
disorders :s enough to make any kid- judge John T. Module has presid-- ' erhood, in the clasping of her child
ney sifferr grateful. To tell howed over. So far. the court is well! within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
this treat change can be brought under way forty-onis often fearful of nature's ordeal
criminal
and.
about will prove comforting words to' fifty civil cases have been disposed and shrinks from the suffering InciBut for
!of. Most of the business has been dent to its consummation.
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pusuuale Yanni, College St., Santa, done by Judge McClure himself. Judge nature's ills and discomforts nature
Fe, N. Met, says: "In 1902 I gavejE. L. Medler having presided in the' provides remedies, and in Mother's
a juiollc testimonial in praise of criminal cases onlv one week. Two Friend is to be found a medicine of
Doaa's Kidney Pills to the effect that 0f the criminal cases lasted six and great value to every expectant mother.
It is aa emulsion for external
they had cured me of a pain in my four days, respectively.
application, composed of ingredients
bacK, caused by disordered kidneys
which act with beneficial and soothMy work obliges me to sit down a
ing effect on those portions of the
good deal and this weakened my kidCathLawrence J. Barr and Miss
It is intended to
system involved.
While at erine A.
neys, causing backache.
McGrath, both well known prepare the system for the
crisis, and
work I suffered more intensely than
of Raton, were quietly thus relieve, in,
young
great part, the sufferat any other time and I was very united people
afternoon
in
marriage Sunday
ing through which the mother usually
s.nxlous to find a remedy that would a'
the home of the bride's mother, passes. The regular use of Mother's
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kid- Mrs.
Margaret McGrath, with Miss Friend will repay any mother in the
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS ney Pills, I procured a box and to my
May McGrath, sister of the bride, and comfort it affords before, and the helpme
in
soon
fixed
good
up
delight, they
H. J. Corrigan acting as best people. ful restoration to health and strength
1 have since had no need of
suape.
Only the immediate relatives of the it brings about after baby comes,
k.dney medicine."
Mother's
Friend
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 family were present to witness the is
for sale at
by
performed
Foster-Milburr.ents.
Co., Buffalo, wedding ceremony,
stores.
New York, sole agents for the United Father Coney of the Catholic church. dXu8
Write for our
Mexico
New
Roads.
Oiling
States.
free book for
Oil roads in the vicinity of Roswell
Remember the name Doan's and
expectant mothare
success
a
a
and
delight, entailing ers which contains much valuable
take no other.
but little expense to make them so.
information, and many suggestions ol
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
THE ROAD TO THE MOUNTAINS. Many quarter mile stretches have a helpful nature.
oil this spring
been
oiled
with
smudge
(.Walter Lawson Wilder.)
ALFALFA SEED. Ail kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The farmers instead of dumping the BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga,
Out of the strife and the turmoil,
crude oil from their smudge pots back
Far from the city's hot streets:
into the tanks poured it on their roads the staff, and then lowered to posito
the Mountains,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Opens the road
in front of the orchards.
Preliminary to lowering from
It has been tion.
Quiet and peaceful and sweet.
a sufficient long terra since this was, half staff it should first be raised to
Free the top.
applied to show the advantage.
Gateway of rock riven canon,
so
from
the On Memorial day the flag should fly
that
well,
graded
dust,
Phone Black
Phone Black Grade between cliff and abyss;
the at half staff from sunrise to noon and
run
off
water
will
with
easily,
Summit where snow banks eternal
full staff from noon to sunset.
45
45
orch
shade
from
the
'
productive
big
Hang o'er the dark precipice.
The days on which the flag should be
ard trees, make it a
of road. It is the prognostica- - displayed at full staff are Lincoln's
stretch
wild
of
the
Fragrant with breath
tion of many that in less than five birthday, February 12; Washington's
flower,
drives will birthday, February 22; Battle of LexCooled by the
fresh mountain years many of the country
PORTLAND CEMENT
be fully oiled as well as the city ington, April 19; Flag day, June 14;
breeze;
Battle of Bunker Hill, June 17; Indestreets.
Sprinkled with spray from the torrent
pendence day, July 4; Battle of Sara
Shaded by resinous trees.
toga, October 17; Surrender at York-towFATHER ALLEGES HI"
record-breakin-

of the Superior

Again Reminds

El

-

e

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

hap-pine-

Always the leader

GROCERY

i

GO.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND'
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.

Httfii

n

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

WHENEVER

j

LEO HERSCH

Wood-Davi-

Phone

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard

Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
All

J3J

Vard

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

Wells Fargo

Phone, Red

100

& Co.

100

Express

TO

C

A

Parts of the World.

VC IMflWCV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
T
111" 1L I Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travel-

er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
II

v'

f AYAhA

C

vinui,

and All Foreign

Countries

Santa Fe,

C. LONG, Agt.,

N. M.

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

J.

R. CREATH,

AROUND

310 San

Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE

THE STATE

Magdaleno Was Drunk.
Magdaleno Baca was arrested at Las
Vegas by Officer Henry Sena on the
charge of drunkenness, and was given
a suspended sentence of ten days and
released upon the payment of the
costs.
in El Paso.

William C. McGown, attorney
Paso and representative in the state
legislature from El Paso county,
committed suicide at his home by
shooting himself through the head
with a pistol.

at Old Albuquerque.
Xot a negative vote was cast on
Monday when the election was held in
precinct No. 23, the Old Albuquerque
school district on the issuance of
$2,500 bonds for the erection of a
new school building for that district.
Mew School House

Big Sheep Camp.
The big sheep shearing camp at Torrance is now in full swing with fifty
men at work. Among the shearers at
work there are some experts who have
made records of shearing a sheep in
six minutes. The clip at this camp is
expected to reach about thirty car
loads.

Died in Insane Asylum.
Nicholas Trujillo, committed to the
Las Vegas from Bernalillo
La Salle
BARRANCA
TAOSJ asylum at
county, some months ago, died there.
Meets Both North South The deceased was the son of .Jose M.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Trujillo and Clara Trujillo, who have
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
gone to Las Vegas, accompanied by
on
of
the
arrival
Barranca
Leaves
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
another son, Alberto Trujillo, of
the north bound train and arrives at
to take charge of funeral arrangeRegular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
ments.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered hacks and good
Wedding at Las Vegas.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
The marriage of Miss Rose Krause
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
frencb Noodle Order 10c a dlsn,
furnished commereal men to take In to Maurice Bendix occurred last evenKew York Coop Suey 50c. the
surrounding tcuns. Wire B'.nbudo ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Bacharach at Ijs Vegas. Dr. S. Peip-er- ,
Station.
rabbi of congregation Montefiore,
officiated. Miss Krause is the niece
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach and
sister of Max Krause, formerly of Santa Fe. Mr. Bendix is bookkeeper of
the firm of Bacharach Brothers.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

From

Restaurant

TO

Be-le-

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

To Be Completed July

V
--

L:..

1st, 1912.

Says Killing Was Accident.
Las Vegas, N. M., June 20. Declaring that because he had refused
Daniel Roibal permission to pay court
to his daughter, the youth had shot
and killed Eufracio Ares, his son,
Canuto Ares yesterday in Las Vegas
secured a warrant for Roibal, charging murder in first degree and Felipe
Lopez a deputy sheriff left for Gonzales, a small town, to make the ar-

rest.
The shooting occurred on June 3,
and the victim, who was 10 years of
age, died on the following day. It

of El

THE STAR BARN
FIRST-CLAS-

On where each peak rises higher,
On where each vale is more blest;
Follow the road of the Mountains
Up to Life's Summit, and Rest.

Another Suicide

SENT BY TELEGRAPH

REMITTANCES

VV.

MFYlfft
iuwwv

Ever the road to the Mountains,
Leads up to the Beauty of Peace;
Time cannot soil or deface it,
Use will its charms but increase.

rainstorm.

Oil C

Payable
Thromrhout
o

October 19, and Evacuation

Colfax County Bridge Washed Out.
The Colfax county bridge over tlx
Sugarite on the Meloche road, six
miles southeast of Raton, was washed
out Sunday evening during a heavy

General Express Forwarders
All

j

SON WAS MURDERED.
Here come the tourist and camper,
November 25.
Here rise the smoke of the trains;
Canuto Ares Causes Warrant to Be
Here puffs the venturesome auto,
Issued for Daniel Roibal Who
They pass, but silence remains.
YOUNG

Encampment of Battery A.
Battery A, National Guard, New
Mexico, will leave Roswell about the
fifteenth of next month for annual
This year it will be in
encampment.
the reservation of 7000 acres in the
mountains, Lincoln county.
Capitan
The horses have already been secured
to haul the equipment.
The special
importance of the vacation trip to the
reservation is for long range target
practice.

was maintained

by Roibal,' who is

22

years of age, that the killing was accidental. The boy, before he died,
stated that the two had been fooling
with a small pistol on the range
where they were engaged in herding
sheep, and that Roibal had given the,
weapon to him and told him to shoot
a bullet into a free. The younger herder replied that they had better save
the cartridge to shoot a wolf. Then,
according to the story of the dying
youth, Roibal took the weapon and
began pointing it at him and dancing
became
in a circle.
Young Ares
frightened and tried to seize the g in.
Just as he grappled with Roibal the
pistol was dicharged, the bullet perforating the boy's abdomen.
The boy was carried to his home,
a distance of three miles, where he
died, after suffering nearly 24 hours.
The tragedy was not reported in Las
Vegas until this morning when the
father informed Assistant District Attorney Charles Hedgcock. The father does not incline to the view that
the shooting was accidental. He says
Roibal wished to marry his daughter and that he refused to allow him
to come near his home. The father
thinks that revenge inspired Roibal
to shoot his son.

day,

Public Library at Raton.
The Raton Library association met
in the new Carnegie library at the
Gate City, for the purpose of getting
together with the new librarian. Miss
Myrtle M. Cole of Fort Worth, Texas,
to arrange matters for placing the
library on a working basis. Several
hundred volumes of well bound books
pation.
of good quality have been received
Congressman
George Curry has
and placed on the shelves and this written friends in Roswell that oo
number will' be materially increased will visit them the latter part of June.
by further donations
before the act- Miss Lillie Hammer, who conducts

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

From the sunny clime of New
Mexico to the far off ice fields
of Alaska, is a change that few
persons make in a life time
but that is the change which
Marshal De Bord, stenographer
in the office of the U. S. surveyor genera, will make at
once as the result of an order
received yesterday. The change,
however, carries with it, a
much higher position in the
government service and a salr
ary that many men of mature
years do not earn. air. De Bord"
is only 20 years old but he has
a reputation for
established
hard and careful work and the
fact that he has been selected
without personal
solicitation,
for the far away post, is testimony of his ability.
The young man left last
night for his home in Texas to
visit a few days with relatives
and friends before starting upon the long journey.
It will
take him four months of constant travel by rail, ship and
dog sledge, to reach his new
post and until he arrives there
he will not know where he will
reside
nor the
he
duty
will be asked to take up. "I
regret greatly to leave New
Mexico and the many friends I
have here," said Mr. De Bord
last night prior to leaving,"
"but the promotion is too tempting to resist and as I am a
young man I feel it my duty to
make the change."

STENZEL ECZEMA LIHUI
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FRANK M JONES,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

(Plight

1

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

IN

desired.
.

A clear white liquid for cleansing
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischer Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

JULIUS

Phone

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

DE BORD GETS
AN IMPORTANT POST.

be placed on the right.
In placing the flag at half staff, it
should be first hoisted to the top of

-

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

OW1
IS QUITE SO

the button and
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n:ghf Estimates and full infor-

NOTHING as to touch

is ready to cook

Phone

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nina
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness, caused by
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Care. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

It

Delivered to your house.

WHEN AND HOW TO
FLY NATION'S FLAG.
New York, June 20. The Sons of
the Revolution in the state of New
its headquarters at
York, from
Fraunces' Tavern, at Broad and Pearl
streets, have just issued a set of rule3
with regard to the use of the American
flag and the times when it is fitting
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
to display it.
Among the rules are the foillowing:
EXPRESS LINE.
The flag should not be hoisted before sunrise nor allowed to remain up
after sunset.
Red 161.
When the national colors are pass- Leave Orders at Butt Bros.
Drug Store
ing on parade or in review, the spectator should, if walking, halt, and, if
sitting, arise, stand at attention and

uncover.
When the national and state flags
fly together the national flag should

Its Hardware We Have

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

j

R.

Hardware Co.

s
If

f

j

i

14.

YOUR
IS THE

Why Import Mineral Water

I

St

THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS

MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

i

HR

mation cheeerfully given.

The Tailor

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power

J.F.RHOADS

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

UPHOLSTERING

4 Horse

A

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

Gents' Custom

It costs but little to renew your
Furniture. See RHOADS and
let him show you what he can do

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

and repairing of your
FURNITURE
104 Galisteo Street

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS.,Agts.,

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N.M.

Santa Fe.

Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
a farmer living near Covena, Ga., says:
You cannot get up to date printing "I have taken Foley
Kidney Pills and
material find them to be all you claim for them.
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican They gave me almost instant relief
Printing Company has both, and ai when my kidneys were sluggish and
J
the same time expert mechanics. Your jnonHn T
orders are always assured personal at them to all sufferers from kidney
troubles." For sate by all druggists.
tention.

'
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WOMEN'S OXFORDS

HAGE THRE8

,M "

t
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r
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THE WELL DRESSED WOMAN

With a Discriminating Taste Will Appre
ciate the Beauty and Superiority of Our
Oxfords and Pumps at a Glance.

These are Button Models, Ties and Pumps, Patent Kid, Dull Finish
Leather, Handsome Tans, Suedes, Velvets and Satins in Black, White
or in many Choice Colorings.
A

Size and Width for Every Foot.

Prices Here Are Always Very Moderate.

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00.

PUMPS
(S5S3BSS2!

This Is a Strong Advertisement.

Come ill and Make Us Prove It

TOOlvT OH7T ITITr'TG'O

!
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Ve, N. M.
June 10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Julian

who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof

E5 PANOLA FRUIT

should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentionGarcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who, ed time and place to
on June S, 1907, made homestead en- the witnesses of said plaimant, and to
oner evidence in rebuttal of that subtry, No. 115S8, for lots 7 and S and
south half of southeast quarter, sec- mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tion C. township, 13 north, range 9
Register.
ast, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
CALL FOR BIDS.
proof, to establish claim to the land
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the U. S. land office, $200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th of New Mexico to be issued under authority of an act of the First State
day of July, 1912.
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New "An Act providing funds and making
appropriations for the first fiscal year
Mexico.
Juan Sanche", of Kennedy, New lor the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New the payment of interest on state indebtedness and sinking fund requireMexico.
Frutoso Gallegos, of Cerril'os, New ments thereof, to defray the expenses
of the educational, state and
charitMexico.
able institutions and hospitals and all
MANUEL R. OTERO,
other expenses required by existing
Register.
laws of the State of New Mexico and
making appropriations for deficienNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cies- in revenues of former
fiscal
(015973)
years which deficiencies were incurrSmall Holding Claim No. 527S.
ed by the requirements of existing
Department of the Interior.
laws.
United States Land Office.
Approved June 13, 1912.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed no- the first day of July, 1912, and absotice of his intention to make final lutely due and payable five years afproof in support of his claim under ter their date, interest, payable semisections l(i and 17 of the act of March annually at the rate of six per cent
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., S54), as amended per annum, the interest for said perby the act of February 21, 1S93 (2' iod to be evidenced by coupons at
Stats., 470), and that said proof will tached to the said bonds, interest pay
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at able on the first days of September
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 13, 1912, and March, both prineinal and inter
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New est payable at the office of the State
treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
SE
SE
Mexico, for the SV
S. 34, said bonds to be redeemable
S
SE
SW
SE
each year, in serial number comN
T. 22 N., R. 1 W., SW
NE
mencing with number one;
N
NE
SE
S
SE
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
NE
XW
NE
NE
W
SE first of July, 1913.
NE
W
SE
NE
NE
SE
NE
NE
NE
SW
The proposals should be addressed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New
NE
NE
E
SE
NE
NW
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
He names the following witnesses be publicly opened on Monday the loth
to prove his actual continuous ad- day of July, 1912, at the hour of
verse possession of said tract for twen- twelve o'clock noon.
O. N. MARROX,
ty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Treasurer of the State of New Mexico.
Edubigen GuruTe, Agapita Garcia,
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
The New ex tea n t rlntlng ComE. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mex- pany Is always prepared to turn out
ico.
your brief and transcript work quickAny person who desires to protest ly, and at the right price. Give ut
against the allowance of said proof, or a trial.
4
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SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS,

THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION

ff

ETC.

IN NEW MEXICO

A Concise History of the Important Part that Education Meant to the
and Grow th o Our State. Hy Mr. Head, m a paper bound pamph- -

let, something that should be in every home iu the State.

Price,

Settlement

is C"fnta

Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
he author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

e

j

BO

accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and dangers of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It isthe history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large

World-Wid-
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READ'S
The most

Movement
is
Suffrage
and It will Not Be
Long Before it Will Win.

Woman's

f'

Lu-cer-

ILLUSTRATED HISTORY of NEW

ADDRESS.
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The lecture last, evening by Mrs.
AudiClarke at the Archaeological
Denver
to
Made
and torium under the auspices of the
Reports
Women's Clubs of Santa Fe, was of
Rio Grande Show Unuinterest to every one. There could be
sual Field
no more timely subject brought up
for discussion than that which Mrs.
Clarke presented.
PROCESS
HELPS
Xow that Theodore Ttoosevelt has
declared himself for "Woman Suffrage," it will be sure to become a
Santa Fe and Tesuque Valleys campaign
issue, especially if RooseAlso Have Prosperous Season velt I ecomes the nominee of the
Republican
puty. Even if Tai.
Ahead of Themshould be the lucky one, it will no
doubt figure in the Republican platOne of the bent fruit, crops in a
for the President has, on several
number of years is in prospect in the form,
occasions, virtually expressed himself
informato
Kspanola valley according
in favor of the measure.
tion which has been furnished
the
The Democrats will be forced to
Denver and Rio Grande railroad offput it in their platform whether they
icials within the past few days.
And in the Tesiunie and Santa Fe' want to or not, in order to take care
in those
valleys there will also be a record of their share of the vote
Suffyield of fruit unless some unforseen states that already have Woman
rage. Neither party can afford to overcondition arises to prevent it.
in this campaign, that
In the Kspanola valley, the fruit look an issue,
so many votes. And it would
sways
begrowers had been greatly alarmed
which
cause many of the apples were drop- be a safe guess that every state
has the franchise for women
ping from the branches. They found already
for that
would go overwhelmingly
i:: a short time that this natural thinnominee who declares himself in the
was
ning process
greatly increasing most uncertain terms
of
in favor
the marketable yield by aiding in the
or
be he Democrat
for
votes
women,
rapid development of the apples that
remained on the branches and here- Republican..
after t hey will thin the crop each It is high time that, every one who
year by hand if nature does not do has not heretofore been interested in
the work. In the past, the custom has
been to permit all the fruit to remain
on the trees in many of the orchards
the result being an immense yield in
one year and a greaily decreased
yield the following year. Early estimates from the valley are for fifty car
loads of apples of finest quality, with
a large amount of lesser grades. There
will probably be at least, one car of
peaches and a couple of carloads of
These are all freight shippears.
ments, representing fruits that can
withstand freight shipment. In addition, much of the finest fruit, is shipped by express because of its perishable nature. The express shipments
bring the highest market prices and
Easiest to
V
this year, they will be unusually
X
'.
dt on any
heavy.
In addition to the apple, peach and
Clincher
D.
Q.
pear shipment, the expressing of cherries already has been started, some of
the finest cherries on the market being from the Espanola valley. The valley abounds in berries and small
fruits. In and about Santa Fe. the
yield of fruits may not be quite so
heavy but the orchard owners report
fine
indications of an exceptionally
grade of apples.

follo-
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CROP IS 018

cross-examin- e

2

IMRS. CLARK MAKES
INTERESTING

A CARD.
i

This is to certify that Foley's Hon-leand Tar Compound does not con-tain any opiates, any habit forming
drugs, or any ingredients that eould
possibly harm its users. On tne con
trary, its. great healing and soothing
qualities make it a real remedy for
coughs, colds and irritations of tho
throat, chest and lungs. The genuine
Is in a yellow package.
Ask for Fob
ey's Honey and Tar Compound and
accept no substitute. For sale by all
.'

f;

W'ut ads

i

tensive scale within the next few
weeks. The first, work contemplated
lis to sink the three compartment shafc
that is now
feet deep, 500 feet
deeper and cross cut and open up tho
ore bodies at depth that is now in
sight on the 400 foot level. It. is believed that, will open up several million dollars worth of ore. It will ;i
be necessary to make some improveton mill in order to
ments in the
make a better saving of the different
values in the ore. M. .1. Dailey, general manager, will, act in an advisory
capacity and the actual work of the
property will be in charge of A. L.
have had a
Hurley. Both of them
number of years experience in the
Park City District, T'tah. The mine
is well equipped for the work to be
done and will require only minor
changes in equipment and good management of a competent force of about
50 men to get results.
'.)',

)

Dona Ana County.

N

The Organ Mountain .Mining Comin l.as
pany, at a meeting hold
Cruces. elected the following directors: Daniel F. Yost, Philadelphia,
president; Vincent 1!. May, Las Cruces,
( H. Gill, l.as Cruces,
tieasurer: .1. I. McCullough, El Paso,
S. C. Awbrey, El
Texas, secretary;
Paso; S. Lehmann. Xewton;
F. M.
E.STANCI A VALLEY IS
This' company
Kayner, l.as Cruces.
IN GOOD CONDITION.
has taken over the Stephenson-Bennet- t
property in the Organ .Mountain
G. H Van Stone President of Hughes.1
Mining District and in addition to the
Mercantile Company Stores Says
directors named some of the promii
Rain is Plentiful This Year.
nent business men in Las Cruces and
El Paso have associated
themselves
The Estancia valley is in good con with this organization and the
plans
dition this year according to G. II. Van are to commence
operations on an ex
MerStone, president of the Hughes
cantile Company stores at Estancia
and other points in the valley who.
with Mrs. Van Stone and children, arA (MSii.u'kk
.Ino. S. MnciiKi.u
rived here last evening on a short
LOS ANGELES
business trip.
The party came over by automobile
:
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
and did not suffer a single auto misrwiWIMSlllIMWFrt
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
hap on the entire trip. They declared
it was one of the prettiest drives in
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
northern Xew Mexico and that the
scenery was beautiful.
"Everything indicates an exceptionally good year in the valley," said Mr.
Van Stone. "We have had an abundance of rain thus far and what crops
were planted are doing tine while the
glass is good and there is sufficient
water for stock."

HOTEL

HOLLENBECK
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NEW

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AND WEST

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
Denver,
Chicago, St. Louis,

Quick

Colo. Springs,

$18.15

fj Detachable
Clincher

$50.35

$44.35

$50.35

Just as superior to other ' tires
es are to
cs Mkhdhi Red Inner
ether tzhss

Pueblo,

$16.15

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

$46.90
On

San Francisco

San Francisco

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$55.90

$73.35

1st to September 30th, 1912.

sale daily, June
, limit, October 31st,

Return

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
Los Angeles,
Sat Francisco, San Francisco
San Diego

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit,
Also on sale August 29, 50, 31, Sept.
August 12, 1912.
2, 3, 5, 6, 1912. Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona.
r
Liberal
Privileges.
Stop-Ove-

C.

druggists.
New Mexican
brings resii'ta

"

I
the subject to begin to post himself.
.Mrs. Clarke
her
greatly pleased
audience that crowded the assembly;
room of the Palace of the Governors.,
I'er theme was "The Feminist Move-and she predicted the ultimate
triumph of the principles its standsj
for. .Mrs. Clarke was not txtravagam
or even radical in her .statements audi
her arguments were convincing. She
ia a brilliant talker.
Mrs. R. F. As- hmd called the meeting to order and
Judge X. 11. Laughlin introduced the
speaker of the evening.

IN STOCK BY
W. ALEXANDER,

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST

Low Summer

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

AND WEST.

Tourist Rate from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. M
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

always

TERRACE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
the
at

have placed upon
market 100 Fifty-FoLots out of this addition
40 per cent, from regular selling price--1- 0
per ct. down 5 per ct. for eighteen months, without intaxes.
or
terest
There are 480 lots left in the addition, and after 100 of them are sold the price of the lots WILL POSITIVELY BE PUT BACK TO THE REGULAR MAP PRICES.
I

ot

Since I have acquired this property three years ago I
have sold over $35,000.00 worth on a basis of the regular
map prices and up to this sale the best discount ever
and that discount only in
given was not to exceed 25
two or three instances where the purchases were large
running as high as $5,000. That the marked prices aro
the original can be verified from more than fifty plats
with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in
the hands of
dealers and individuals who have
purchased. This addition lies betw een the State Uni
versity and the business section of the city on elevated
ground, overlooking the Rio Grande valley for miles. There
has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 160
real-esta-

te

acres of land one mile east of Hie University for permanent
fair grounds. This means a car line out to the Uni- versity and on to the fair grounds. When this car line
is huilt any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks
of it will be worth from 50 to 100 more than the present

map prices,
.Silver Avenue is the principal street through the ad- dition. This street is graded its entire length and fine
shade trees growing on both sides of the street for ten blocks.
main the full length of
Water is pipe dthrough a
the street. About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue
remain unsold and now come under this discount, al- though most of them sold brought full map prices.

There are iu the addition 22 lots
15 lots
SO lots
55 lots
102 lots
30 lots
45 lots
G
lots
20 lots
14 lots
0 lots
7 lots
5 lots

at $100 each
115 "
at 200 "
at 12 5 "
at 150 "
at 225 "
at 250 "
at 275 "
at 3on "
at 325 "
at 350 '
at 315 "
at 400 "

at

There are in the addition

lots at
4 lots at

1(5

450
550

"
"

This is no ordinary real estate oiler. There probably
is no other city in the United States with anywhere near
the prospects of Albuquerque that close in lots can be
purchased for such money, but one hundred of them must
lie sold in a hurry.
If you are interested write for a full
sized city map showing the Terrace Addition complete,
and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot.
Xo reservations out of the 480 unsold lots, you cau pick
unv of them.

ALL SUBJECT TO THE 40 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

M. P. STAMM,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
waies Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year,
i
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
...Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureWILLIAM F. BROGAN,
Associate Editor

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civiiized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Entered as Second Clas3 Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six rnruths, by mail
25
Dally, per Week by carrier
Weekiy'
.75
Daily, per month, by carrier
er
,65
mail
Daily, per month, by
Weekly,
per
quarter
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail
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The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH,
VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

J3.50

-

BANK

NATIONAL
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200
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The official report made on the ABSOLUTE CONFUSION
there was an announced determinaCarlsbad and Engle dam projects by
REIGNS IN THE BIG
tion to give careful attention to the
The new Mexican is the oldest new s paper in New Mexico It is sent to the Reclamation Service to Congress
CONVENTION AT CHICAGO. recommendations of all of them with
a
and
in
and
has
the
Staie,
every postoffice
large
growing circulation emphasizes the fact that until
the intention of cutting such portions
and home makers get over
among the Intelligent and progressrve people of the Southwest
as might commend themselves to their
(Continued from Page one)
the idea that they must have a large
judgment. This was not an easy task
area under cultivation indifferently, movement in behalf of a new man until in view of the
OFFICERS.
length of the Roosevelt
than
a
rather
comparatively small area after the test prescribed by Mr. Pea- and LaFollette documents and the exR. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
intensively, that long there will be dis- rose unless the President himseit
pectation was that most the day wcrtid
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
When an should take the initiative.
appointment and failure.
be consumed by the deliberations of
than deaths," which sounds Roosevelt-- acre yields a crop value each vear of
Governor Hadley said the fight in the
ian all right enough, and would fetch! only $20 to $:S0 as statistics show both
THE FORWARD MARCH.
the regular convention would go ahead.
A somewhat
cheers and tears from the crowd every for the lower Pecos and Mesilla
'"I consider the
sharp difference of
Republican
"They have got to purge that roll of
ON
but
not
does
with
m
t
theUevs
new
square
ottrc.t. the crooked delegates today or there opinion has arisen among the memsttiorc
party a great agency for good
rules
of arithmetic as they ed and the irrigation and other fixed
of the
bers
simple
on
resoluElihu
declared
no
government,"
will be
further treaty negotiations,"
;are taught in the primary grade.
X Root in Chicago.
charges will bear too heavily upon was tne emphatic declaration of Sen- - tions on the tariff plank. Two propoeach
acre.
But
when
to
see
X
the average ator Dixon, manacing the Roosevelt sitions are before the committee, one
"I don't want
any
farm covers only 20 acres, and each
OUR NATIONAL JOKE.
reiterating the declaration of i;t08 in
large agency of government N
The United States has one great acre is intensively cultivated, then campaign.
broken up, not even the Demo- The conference of last night had favor of a tariff which would cover
X; national joke that is all its own an l prosperity , and wealth will come to convinced the Roosevelt leaders that the difference in the cost of producX cratic party," he added.
That is wisdom.
Party re- - X which is sprung once at least, in every sections of New Mexico that ought to comparatively tew of their delegates tion between this country and EuroAs in the case of all be the garden spots of the world.
X sponsibility and party restraint X four years.
pean naiions and the other providing
would desert the Republican party.
have made this government X jokes, it. now and then has worked
look? as though the bottom had for a tariff which would maintain the
"It
T'nrest!
What causes the prevail
X out otherwise, turning to seriousness,
X stable, conservative, effective.
out," declared a member of "American Standard of living."
This ing unrest? "Political agitation by dropped
Government
through
The latter is proposed by Senator
party xj But as a rule it is a joke.
the Roosevelt council today.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
S has put to rout all the predic- - x! summer it is having its centenary and demagogic politicians to further thei.1 Serious dissension exists in thejl.ippitt of Rhode Island and while it
X tions that a government by the X the chief centers are Chicago now and own selfish interests at the expense Roosevelt
camp. Many of the leaders has received the favor of some of the
Xi Baltimore a trifle later with the joke jof the real welfare of the nation, each were frank in their declaration that
people could not survive.
members, has been opposed by others
one trying to make the people believe
More than ever, the words V the vice presidency.
X
the Colonel had acted too hastily in a on the ground that it would be conThe vice presidency first became; that he is the Moses who can cure number of matters in
X of former Congressman Watson XI
comiug to Chica- strued into a. declaration in favor of
at x'our great national joke when John their ills and remodel society to
V to the National Convention
m
go and in precipitating a bolt from a high tariff as opposed to any reducform
a
to
all
is
New
of
notions.'"
their
This
resident
Hamp-the the committee on credentials last tion.
Chicago are also directed to
to
in
run for the explanation given by John Kirby, Jr.,
1S12, refused
every voter: "I am trying to ad- V shire
night.
Roosevelt Men Return.
dress your reason, not your X: office after he had been formally lTom-- president of the National Association
Illinois Refuses to Bolt.
The Illinois, Maryland, and Nebras:
Madi-! of Manufacturers,
SANTA FE, N. M.
on
GENERAL AGENTS,
mated
with
Mr.
the
ticket
his
recent
in
annual
not
your
judgment,
passions;
The Illinois delegation this afterVson. Prior to that time, the office had address. Mr. Kirby said that there was noon voted 56 to 2 not to follow a ka members of the full platform com4
your sentiment."
mittee dropped in to say that though
Agitators of varied hues have Xjbeen looked upon as second in import - no fundamental weakness in our
to
Rooseve'.t
s
belonged
they
anu
ance
delegaresources nor in our 1U11II OI It was
lion
traveled up and down this X
oniy to tnai ot tne presidency
H33HB ag&flSBEWBgg
nearly 3 o'clock before Col- tions, they had no
of ceasing
an honor to be sought almost as government. He is right. The
country ever since it establish- onel Roosevelt entered the Florentine their work in the thought
ness is with the people themselves.
committee.
X ed itself as a nation and have X
They
room to conduct an executive session
were asked to sit with the
simple-mindeBut since 1S12, both the great
are too credulous of
appealed to passion, not to
to
his
candidacy.
pledged
and accepted the invitation.
tional parties have usually spent and the educated too indifferent. They All delegates were excluded.
reason.
outsiders
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
much grave thought in finding a man do not realize the appalling perils of
Governor Hadley also appeared near
At one time they called them- was
It was also stated that there
for vice president who would not the prevailing unrest.
the
close
of
the
selves the
that
session,
party
saying
likely to be a very material modificaweaken the ticket and would accept
other engagements had prevented his
X and appealed to prejudices that
tion of the Roosevelt program.
and
offered
victim
the
The
the
Consular
for
N
job,
usually
came
near
for
Daily
a
X
Report
sweepday
participation in the morning work.
of
California,
Francis
J.
Heney
Then they XI himself as a 6ort of party sacrifice. Monday of this week is devoted al- - Roosevelt
Dr. Nicholas Mjrray sat as a proxy
X ing the country.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
leader, said the "fight
The exceptions to the rule have been most, entirely to the triumphant march
came in the guise of those who
thieves" would be contin- for .Mr. Barnes, the New York memthe
against
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
where vice presidents have become of the moving picture machine around ued in
X advocated fiat money and thou- ber of the
the convention today.
Central Location.
;
presidents through the death of the the world. One reads of moving
sands upon thousands swal- Many of the plans of the proposed
Heney Quits the Party.
and it is a matter of notejture machines in China, Japan, Syria,
X lowed the bait of ' Enough
bolts will he be Pro- piatform received attention and sevColonel
"If
the
THOS. DORAN,
that in every case, the lesser official Farther India and in European conn- Large Sample Rooms.
money for every one!" Then
gressive Republican nominee?" was eral of them were put in final shape
has filled the higher office with dig- tries. The city of Sheffield, for in- asked.
there was the A. P. A., whose
for the consideration of the full comstance, has 17 cinematograph theaters
into X nity and credit.
X leaders sought to climb
"Ah! Cut out the Republican," he mittee.
power and office by fanning X! Tyler, Johnson, Arthur, Roosevelt, taking in about $7,300 per week. Films replied. "What we want is a 'progresv
Convention to Last Week.
are
a
of
the
for
cents
and
X
foot
intolefate,
of
workings
escaped
bought
through
the flame
eight
religious
sive party.""
Relative
a
to
Colone!
that
report
the
the
most
but
not
national
Easy Payments. ACDIDENT & HEALTH INSURANCE. Easy Payments.
many
rauce.
great
joke
these same X
popular films are those por
Today,
Spectators Stand in Rain.
Roosevelt would appear at the contaken in Colorado,
N kind of agitators, under some X people can today name the men who traying scenes
A Very Small Monthly Custa Premium Will Give You
When the doors of the Coliseum
returned to
through the (New Mexico and Arizona, and next to wevp nunln thfmvn nnan lit n m with vention at 4 o'clock and attempt to adHEST COMBINATION ACCIDENT AND HEALTH IMSURAN'CE WRITTEN
pleasant sounding name or
dress the delegates, Mr. Watson said
it "The Happenings of the Week." All
X other, appeal to class hatred, to V medium of the vice presidency.
Illness and Accident Benetits pay you tio.00 to $120.00 per month.'
still two hours to spare before the that if the Colonel
Calhoun resigned the vice presi - jof which shows that, after all, the
appeared he would
covetousness
X selfishness,
and
j
should fall, the people began be
gavel
This
Policy Covers Every Accident and Every Illness
an
to
to
on
'whole
a
given
of
and
the
floor
!dency
take place
opportunity
X envy of men and women who
world is kin.
speak
to pour in rapidly. At least a thouLet Us Explain It to You.
the
convention
would adjourn immeX imagine that they are not treat- ;the senate, preferring the position of!
sand never had left their seats. The
GENERAL AGENTS
& HALL
HALL
KOOMBPPCITY
thereafter.
senator to tne presiding ciiair ot mat
diately
ed right, who are convinced
The model citv of Garv, Indiana, heat and humidity
of the day inS.
New
right-h- ave
belief
the
many of, has school every day in tne year and creased after neon ana men
that they are not getting all Vbody St as
expressed
to!
HanJ
began
hls fternoon that convention would
from every hour of the day. The school shed tUeir coats. As
that they deserve from home, Xjyou heard of
the afternoon
and XjNew lork by the Democrats in V S4, houses are civic centers and the chil- - wore on the wester skv threatened be",lab to finish its work this week members, "you acted like it last TEXANS FIGHT TO
employer, party, nation
....
x
!
to run. Benjamin Fitzpati.ck 1.1uien are anxious
A DEADLY FINISH.
X God. There are so many varie- to go to scnooi. isn t , thunderstorm. It hein
tn rain and would have to adjourn over Sun night."
nominated with Douglas in 1S60, also that the way it ought to be right here
ties of these, all, differing in
day.
Roosevelt committeemen agreed in
3 o'clock.
at
sharply
declined the nomination after he had in oanta re.
X their "isms" and shibboleths,
a conference at noon to push only the Both Woman and Men Join in Feud
,
Adjournment to Friday.
CI0W(i without the doors never
been nominated and positively refused
ChairmaE
that a score of parties widely
was
Root
Which Pesults in Four Being
a
given
Arizona,
California, Texas and WashA
were
hearty
few
fortunate
budged.
enough
to permit his name to go upon the
Killed in Few Minutes.
divergent in their tenets could
to have umbrellas. Open skylights let round of applause as he called the ington contest cases, 48 delegates in
icket.
be organized
from them, al- in upon the people all along the convention to order at 4:06 p. m. all. They declared these were the
rain
The list of those who have refused,
though at present all of them
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
center of the hall. On the west side Silence was immediate upon wrap of most important cases.
dodged and evaded the
unite in the one purpose of un- Ninth Alabama Defeated.
Sherman, Texas, June 20. In a
the water blew in through the win- the gavel. The big Coliseum was
nomination by both parties might
both of the great
dernaining
dows. But, wet or dry, nobody would packed with thousands waiting outside
Xo exhibition of feeling accompa- feud battle between the Sharp and
out
b(
some
at
and
in the streets. The session, lasted nied the defeat of the Roosevelt resostrung
length
parties entrusted with govern- take the chance of losing his seat.
Waldrop families at Sperry's ranch
would include many prominent AmeriX ment the past decades because
Mr. Watson an- lution to seat the ninth Alabama dele- near here
LaFollette
re- exactly one minute.
enthusiasts
the
were
during
today, four
cans. And in Chicago now, as in BalIt looks as though Hadley was in- cess of
the old historic parties stand
nounced
the
that
credentials commit- gates. Those voting for the Roosevelt killed and two wounded. persons
convention
distributed
Before she
timore soon, the great joke is going clined to kick that Clark Houn' dawg, hundreds the
was
tee
for certain, definite fundamen- not
ready to report and mov- delegates were:
of little fans, of material
was slain. Miss Georgia Sharp killed
on the tagging of the vice presiden- just whenever he felt like it. The
tal principles that are imbed- such that, rapped with a lead pencil, ed to adjourn until 11 a. m. tomorrow.
R. R. McCormick.
Illinois,
one man and wounded another man
in
with
at
will
tial
be
candidates
the
the people
"Mysterious Stranger"
ded in reason and not based on
the Kansas, Ralph Harris.
would make a drum-liknoise. One The convention adjourned and
and his wife. Apparently both sides
large concentrating their thoughts Republican column again this year. side bore a
immense
passion. In the confusion that
to
file
throng
began
slowly
Maine, Jesse M. Libby.
picture of the Wisconsin into the
began firing simultaneously. Henry
ion the one tpiestion of who will be the
would follow the destruction of
streets. The adjournment
Minnesota, Hugh T. Halbert.
We sincerely hope that nothing of man, the other a printed list of the was declared at
Waldrop killed Walter Sharp and his
N both of these parties, the latter
presidential nominees.
4:07 p. m.
exactly
achievements
to
N.
E.
attributed
him.
The
Sackett.
Nebraska,
father. As they fell, Miss Georgia
The vice president first strengthens importance has happened to the bal- N day
would
each N
Credentials
leaders
Committee
were
fans
Busy.
in
beXew
great demand, if
Jersey, J. Boyd Avis.
Sharp seized her father's smoking
A motion to seat the two Roosevelt
scramble to secure office and S the ticket. After that he presides ance of the world during the Chicago cause of the increasing heat.only
What
Missouri, Jesse Tollerton.
over the senate and helps perpetrate convention for the press reports will
magazine rifle and took up the battle.
V power for themselves.
from
disthe
Alabama
ninth
delegates
North Carolina, C. W. Cowles.
they would contributed in the' way of
never
be able to catch up.
She killed Russell Waldrop, then shot
the
for
national
another
great
was
trict
joke
34
defeated
to
noise
of
the
14.
the
C. St.
Fortunately,
noise to a demonstration such as yesNorth Dakota, W. S. Lauder.
his parents. Prone on the ground,
Clair, of Idaho, known as a Roosevelt
agitator is not a measure of his X four years.
could.be
John
J.
terday's
Sullivan.
guessed.
Ohio,
Most any one would lead a grand
Only in case of a death in the White
Henry Waldrop returned the fire, and
influence. Reason is enthroned
man, and S. H. Cady of Wisconsin,
Ohio Will Not Bolt Either.
Oklahoma, Daniel Norton.
House, can the vice president escape march around the Chicago convention
shot Miss Sharp. She died almost inin the millions of homes at
Ohio is not expected to join a bolt voted against the Roosevelt delegates.
A. V. Swift.
Oregon,
hall
the oblivion of the office he holds
for the privilege of helping carry it one occurs.
whose firesides, the final ver- stantly.
Arthur L. GarforTL Roosevelt members of the credentials
Pennsylvania, Lex N. Mitchell.
unless he escapes the consequences by the pretty girl down from the gallery
diet will be reached before No- committee. acting under the sugges-th- e
Today's battle was the culmination
authorized
a
chairman,
West
statement
Shaw.
that
Virginia,
Harry
to a chair on the speaker's stand.
resigning.
vember 5. The serious newspa- dispute betweea
The Roosevelt members absent were of a
delegation was responsible only to!tlon of Colonel Roosevelt, returned to
X pers and magazines far out- f that committee today.
the
the
families.
two
meetiJ1S
the
and
that
were
E.
commis-G.
people
Francis J. Heney, California;
they
With a race war and a Baptist conNot alone in Chicago, but also in
X weigh in real influence
the X
sioned to renresent th
,tn in tt. 1 neir statement last night that they Carrineton. Jr.. Marvland! S X. Wav.
ICUBAN REBELS BURN SMELTERS.
fol- - Pouth Dakota
socialistic X other places, the business men have vention in Clovis that town is being regular convention: not in nnv nthr "Ieft tlle committee for good"
yellows and the
was
.
j
joined forces to drive out the vice! torn between two extremes.
literature that is
periodical
luncu k,. a- ueuision to
go oacK, and
tody.
The committee then seated the two(By sPec'a' Leased Wire to New Mexican)
X flamboyant with reckless muck X districts. Clean men of affairs have
participate in the hearing of contest Tait delegates trom the ninth district Washington, Dr3., June 20. Consul
Cummins Men Will Stand.
Champ Clark's friends assert he will
cases.
X raking.
The millions
who X taken unto themselves the reins of
Iowa's
ten delegates
who
are
by a record vote of 34 to 13. The com holiday at Santiago has reported to
be
the
Democratic
before
nominee
X cast their vote for one party X government in Seattle, and during the
Lnder the revised rules, the Roose- - mittee
to Senator A. B. Cummins!
Pledged
then recessed until 2:30 o'clock, the state department that the properWhen the Balti- v.ill
X candidate or the other four X last nine months every questionable the fourth ballot.
VU "len claimed they had won their
not
holt
the
ty of the Ponupo Mining Company at
convention,
according'
chief points, namely to secure the im
X years ago, will not of a sudden X character has been compelled to give more scrap is pulled off, we will be to Senator W. S.
has been
Kenyon, of Iowa, cam troduction
ROOSEVELT
DE. La Maya, near Santiago,
ADHERENTS
X admit that they were in error, X up the business or leave town. Los glad to chalk up Champ's score but
of
new evidence and to
burned by a Cuban rebel band.
paign manager for Cummins.
CLARE
THEY
FORM
NEW
WILL
now
we
decline
to
discuss
out
any
cast
right
X nor will the new voters who X Angeles
the vice districts
Senator Kenyon said "this talk about secure greater time for debate.
PARTY,
More than an hour and a quarter
X come from these same conser- - X years ago, and business men will af ballot that isn't pulled off in Chicago. bolting
ought to be sat down on, let the
General Woodford is Dying.
X vative homes,
in any great X firm that this city has enjoyed since
two factions fight it out in the con- was occupied by the Roosevelt attor(Continued lrom page one.)
It keeps Albuquerque busy every vention.
X number, follow the old ignis X that time phenomenal prosperity, says
in presenting the Roosevelt side
neys
As for our candidate, we
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
X fatuus that seems new to those X Leslie's Weekly editorially today. Iowa time an auto party comes along, try- have
not a fighting chance, but we of the first case called, that of the gia, Florida, Alabama, Arkansas, Mis
London, June 20. General Stewart
to
for
out
where
them
a
ing
figure
X few who do not think, to the X has, through
just
injunction
have a good compromise chance. ninth Alabama district. Members of sissippi, Louisiana and of northern L. Woodford, at one time lieutenant
X jetsam and flotsam of human- - X law, cleaned house from cellar to gar the road runs to the Arizona line.
the
committee
to
doubt
as
expressed
Everything depends upon a deadlock the
states, like New York where the peo governor of New York and former
X ity that is swayed by passion X ret. Show me a state or city which is
possibility of concluding the 72
which we believe will come."
had no chance to express them United States minister to Spain, is lyple
ccntest
X or by glittering generalties.
X free from vice resorts, and I shall PARKER IS HOPE OF DEMOCRATS.
in
time to make a re- selves at
hearings
Hadley Badges Are Worn.
primaries and where the ing seriously ill in an inn near Oxford,
X
to
Men of
The same forces of conserva- - X show you there prosperity.
the national convention this
for President'' badges made port
"Hadley
were
delegates
picked by the bosses. where he was stricken.
are
affairs
X tism that will again swing New X
(Continued From Page One.l
realizing this and are
their appearance around the Missouri afternoon.
"In spite of these odds against me,
with the
X Mexico into the Republican
The roll call showed eight Roosevelt
X rapidly becoming
headquarters today. Their source was men as
obtained a clear majority of all the
X column on November H, will do X pnitects in the building of a better Girt, N. J., where he expects to re- not
traceable, but evidently record ed seven present. Mr. Halbert declar- delegates elected to the convention. In
X the same in the Nation, for X moral standard. That is another sign main until after the Baltimore con- time was made In their
of the men who left the room
manufacture. last
vention. A private line to the convenX human nature averages well X of a great moral awakening.
still were absent. He asked my campaign I again and again stated
night
ny the ovation given
.....
the
mspirea
i .
that if the people decided against me
tion
hall will be installed at the gov- Missouri executive in
X in this country.
untl1 tney cou,d arrive'
Reason, in- - X
,a
Qelay
the convention
,
X telligence and enlightenment
- ua''an
Every once In a while, some of the ernor's cottage at Sea Girt, within yesterday.
uevme said the meeting I would have nothing to say; but that
X
X make it more and more difficult X papers in Eastern New Mexico appear the next few days.
,,our alreaoy naa Deen long passed and if they decided for me and the politiMany Platforms Submlttorf
X for the agitator to sway the X with large headlines portraying some
that
contestants were ready and wait cians, then robbed me of the victory, I
The
of the committee
wouia not silently
and tamely ac
LAS VEGAS, N. M.,
X masses with every puff of X new and attractive irrigation project BIG CHINESE LOAN IS
on resolutions met early today and re- ing to be heard.
It was already evident that
X wind, or to mould the people X or railroad line that they hope may
The credentials committee recon- quiesce.
FINALLY ARRANGED. sumed
its work on the shaping of the
July 4th, 1912.
Wire to New Mexican)
X to their liking as the notter X be built. The way to get capital into (By Special
vened at 2:40 p. m. with 36 members my opponents, with Mr.' Taft's enas
if
had
platform
nothing
happened.
X moulds the clay.
...
Paris, June 20. The signature of T K
. ,
,
;the state is not to follow the lines
present. Francis J. Heney was again couragement intended to beat me by For the above occasion the
cuociitc ui
X
There are homes to protect, X pursued by some of the members of the Chinese loan of $300,000,000 was
The contest over the seating foul means if they could not do so Santa Fe will sell tickets from
Of
Roose-the
three
fair means.
' of the six delegates-at-largX prosperity to foster. Ideals to X the last legislative assembly from east completed this afternoon by the dele "progressives."
from Ari by
"The cruciar, but not the only step all points on their line to Las
If New Mexico gates of the groups of International velt members of the
X preserve in New Mexico as well X em New Mexico.
zona
was
,
taken
f
up.
not one was present, and it was
in the concerted and 'hitherto
sucVegas and return at one and
X as in the country at large, and X wants capital and enterprise, she can bankers representing the six powers,
Roosevelt Men Want Time.
not expected that any of them except
th
fare.
cessful effort to cheat the people out
X the past fifty years
have X get it in only one way and that is by the United States, Great Britain, Ger- Governor
R.
George
Malby of New York, and of the
Hadley of Missouri would be F. W. Estabrook
won.
had
victory
fairly
they
X taught that with the Republi- - X encouraging it through the "square many, France, Russia and Japan.
of New Hampshire,
in attendance. Both Mr. Rowell of
X can party at the helm, this X deal" and not through a quantity of
demanded the "delaying tactics of the was taken up by the now defunct naMr.
and
Lewis
California,
of
tional committee, which, without one
radical
and
such
as
PennsylX Nation has prospered
unjust legislation
Dates of Sale "July 3d and 4th.
most, X
Roosevelt men be stopped."
show of justification and with cynical
Senate.
X vania, were understood to have cast
X and its homes have been the X a few members of that legislature ap- X
"Oh, I know you are going to use
their
lots with Colonel Roosevelt.
Return Limit, July 7th.
Met at 10 a. m.
X
X peared to favor. We have the right X
X happiest.
the steam roller methods," said Mr. contempt of .the most ordinary rules ol
and the right resources but we X
Owing to last night's hasty adjourn- Halbert.
decency, in making up the temporary
Adjoumed at 10:07 a. m. un- - X
KSXXXXXXXXXXXXXX lands
sold at points south of Lamy will
Tickets
need capital as well as immigration X til Monday at 10 o'clock.
allow Htop over at that point tor
X ment, the subordinate organization
"Not at all,'' returned Malby. "We roll call, unseated ninety fairly elect
passenmake
to
gers
and until we begin to give each an X
the side trip to Santa Fe acfound
substituted
ed
Roosevelt
and
It
to
House.
X
necessary
delegates
begin at the want to do business and you want to
count ot
An editorial writer in Leslie's this equal opportunity,
tor
we shall not ad- X
them ninety Taft delegates.
Met at 10:30 a. m.
It had before it prevent Its being done."
X foundation today.
De Varf as Parade,
week seeks to cbeer up a pessimistic vance far. It is well to remember X
July 5th.
Took up sundry civil appro- - X the drafts of the three platforms subMr. Halbert said he wanted only
"Reworld by declaring eloquently:
that when talking aBout new
X priation bill.
X mitted by the Taft, Roosevelt and La-- 1 "fair play."
New
Mexican
want ai iway
,
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., Santa Fe, N. M.
member there arc Odore piarrlages
Follette leaders, respectively and
"Oh yes," shouted several committee brings results.
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$4.20 From Santa Fe
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

Business
;

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

9

I

Established

stair.

White boughs of blossoms yon reached
up
For incense, as She swiftly came:
And in your body's silver cup
Ihe spirit burned a golden Hume.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

1856.

SILVER NOCTURNE,
(Leon Rut ledge Whipple in Leslie's),
he moon's pule urn spilled silver
light
On ivory buds wound in your hair:
And shadow music smote the
night
And Spring came down her silver

j

H. F

W. E. GRIFFIN

II. C. Smith is a visitor from Las
Vegas.
W. I). Shea left this afternoon foi
'i
tf' Las
Vegas.
R. J. Murphy arrived
from
last evening.
Mr. and .Mrs. O. 1. Ooebel of
are Santa Fe visitors.
Attorney J. K. Crist left for Colorado points this forenoon.
Elias Clark, the Plaza del Acalde
merchant, is a Santa Fe visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Larkin of Raton
registered yesterday at the Palace.
G. A. Kascman,
the Albuquerque
.
businessman, is a guest at the

19tt3

Incorporated

Atbu-ouenpi- e

TO YOUR OUTFIT WHEN

B"-le-

YOU MAKE VOIR

Summer Trip or Vacation
You need go no

further than here to find

SWELL LINE OF TRAVELING GOODS

A

Monte-i;i:ina-

THE BEST LINE ON THE MARKET,
" A. B. C." TRUNKS,

I
jjl

g
jjj

The Great Big Ones ; Steamer Trunks, always ussful
Cases in a great variety of leathers.

TRAVELING BAGS

W. T. Conway,

;

',LFLSSSHAP.

SELIGIS
P.

Suit

AT

$4.00
j (fS
Pt"UU

$2. 1 0

BROS. COMPANY, I

O. Box, 219.

:

Phone 36.

:

superintendent

of

schools at Raton, is a visitor in the
Capital.
Former Coal Oil Inspector Mala- quias Martinez came in from Taos
last evening.
Misses Clara
of Cleveland.
and Amy Worst of Ashland
Ohio,
are Santa Fe visitors.
Mrs. G. D. D. Kirkpatrick will leave
this evening on a visit with relatives
in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
A. J. Whiting
returned Monday
from Santa Fe where he has been for
several weeks past. Clovis News.
Mr. and Mrs. G. II. Van Stone and
children of Es'ancia, were among
last evening's arivals at the Palace.
Rumaldo Ortcgo and Reyes Xaran- jo of Chimayo, northern Santa Fe
county, were visitors in Santa Fe to-

suit you, no matter what your range of price may be.

Ladies' White Nubuck Shoes, . . .
The New Colonial Slippers in white,
tan, gun metal and patent, . . .
Children's White Nubuck Shoes, . .

day.
D. IT. Host right,

an Albuquerque
merchant, and a member of the state
penitentiary board, is at the Montezuma.
L. H. Gibson, traveling freight agent
for the X. M. C. was here today looking

the interests of the road.

1

INSURANCE!
SURETY BONDS

jjj

y.

$j

REAL ESTATE

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-Class

O. C. WATSON & CO.
...
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THE LATEST

IN

WHITE FELT HATS

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

For

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Xews.
Mrs. H. Roehl, wife of City Clerk
Poehl and children, left today for Santa Fe for a visit with friends. Albuquerque Herald.
Harry W. Kelly, the Las Vegas
businessman and member of the constitutional convention, is
with old acquaintances in this
city.
State Engineer Charles D. Miller
left last evening for Magdalena and
Las Crtices on good roads business.
Dr. M. J. Moran, a dentist of Denting, was here last night., on his way
home after attending the sessions of
the state dental board at Santa Fe.
Albuquerque Journal.
Dr. J. A. Reidy, chairman of the
street committee of the city council,
returned to the city on Xo. 1 last
night, after spending several days in
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Journal
Mrs. Harry Moulton who under
went a critical operation
yesterday.

Just Arrived!

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

Mid-Summ- er

Fall

Next Door to Postoffice,

W

and Early
ear.

MISS A. MUGLER.
Southeast of Plaza.

Walt ?

hy

H.. S. KAUNE

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

STRAWBERRIES

Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Will be at
Their Lowest
During Week
Beginning

NEW MEXICO.

Accurate Work

Quick Returns

June

!

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

Our Vegetable Line Is

Inspect Them.

9

l

rma

--

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

kkv

lk

BuffiriM and Sndrllo Unnmm.

CORRICK,
. THEODORE
Phone Black 9.
:::

Always Complete.

'204 W. Palace Ave

llam hal k

For Hire at Ponular PrirM

17.

We Strongly
Advise
Buying for
Preserving
Let us have your order
for full crate er more three
days before wanted. The
only way to get what you
want and have them nice
and fresh and at the right
price.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

B.TONNIES,

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,

;

passed a fairly comfortable night and
is doing as weil today as might be ex- j
peeled under ti.e circumstances.
Emil I'hlfelder arrived in tne city
INlast night from Santa Fe. Mr. L'lil-- !
1 elder is manager of the White Store j
in the Ancient
City. Albuquerque
Herald.
Col. AV. S. Hopewell and .1. K. Saint
of
left last night for Hakerslield, Cal.,1
where tney will sspcml some days look
ing over the oil situation.
que Herald.
Frank Spengler and W illiam Hngon
125 Palace Ave.
btich of Easton, Pa., wno have spent
the past few weeks in Santa Fe, left
afternoon
lor Colorado
yesterday
RACE RIOTS AT CLOUDCROFT
Springs to remain for the rest of th-- i
summer.
.1. D. Hand left last night for BaltiContinued noin rage One.
more and other eastern cities on business. Mr. Hand is an alternate to state aid.
the national Democratic convention
Three Year Homestead Law.
The Xew Mexico laud offices, six in
which convenes in Haltitnore on June
2". Las Vegas Optic.
number, are being rushed with busiA. O. Wheeler of Denver, who
has' ness because of the three year homebeen in Las Vegas about a week Vkdt-- stead law, all homesteaders who having friends, leu this afternoon for ing iived on their claims for three and
Santa Fe where he will join Mrs.' more years rushing to prove up unWheeler and daughters. They will re- der the new act. The surveyor genturn to Las Vegas Friday. Las Vegas! eral's office is also receiving many
Optic.
leqtiests to have townships surveyed
Dr. Charles Magee of Kansis City, so that setileis wili be able to prove
a medical man of note, is the giies'. up.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. X. Townsend on
Fight for Requisition.
lie is here getting
District Attorney Martin E. Fltirns
Capitol Heights,
local color for a paper which he is of Colorado Springs, is in Santa Fe to
Medical secure the requisition of Dr. Edgemont
writing Tor the Ameruan
D. Welsh, now at Albuquerque, anil
Association.
Mrs. George Frenger will, leave this who is charged w ith bigamy and
Welsh's attorney, .lames A. Orr
for San Francisco, where she
also in Santa Fe to resist requisi-ratiowill attend the nieeti.ig of the Fode-jif- i
Governor McDonald could not
of Women's Clubs of America V:"nas a delegate from Xew Mexico. Mrs- Ilass " 'he case today as the
will spend the summer ill lion papers had not yet arrived from
Governor Shairoth of Colorado.
Calilfornta
Rio Grande Republican,
A letter received from Mr. and Mrs.
School Revenue.
Xun.a Reymond last week announced Xo Countv
Superintendent- s'D
rtti A
....Jt..l -,.. IV.lir
lri.it
......
..u,l a...eu
st.ianit(, ,.0Ver we are seiulj,,,,,,.
at tnetr nonie, i.eneva, Switzerland,
V()u a number of copies of Senate
and that they are now in their civvtt
Ct
17:1, entitled,
"An Act
ijjj
home, enjoying themselves after their' ,' ,.'
Revenues for the Public
.
gaining
j
Schools and Repealing Section
o
Republican.
!I7. Laws of 1!Ml7 "
kiuto's!
X. C. Nelson representing the Amer Chanter
of this
nf that you distribute copies
ican Museum nf V.ilnl Ilistm-New York, arrived here today from bill among chairmen of boards of dirin vo ir county.
In the event.'
Mountainair, X. M., accompanied by ectors
"le :pv.v lor the coming year has
his wife. Mr. Nelson is making an
vesication of various ruins and other not 'e' heen certified to the county
commissioners, or if such lew has
objects of interest in the southwest
been made and is insufficient in your
Albuquerque Herald.
Rev. B. A. Hodges
of Temple, judgment or i it the judgment of the
Texas, is spending several days in county commissioners may make such
this section to visit the Cliff Dwellings levy in the various districts as will
and to see the other sights of this be sufficient to carry on the schools
section, having been sent here by W of that district. We call your attenot tion especially
to those districts
Goodrich Jones, a businessman
Temple, who annually spends his va- which have not had sufficient funds
m tne past to maintain school for at
cation on the Vpper Pecos.
William H. Simpson, genera! adver- least five months. Cnder the new-lathe county commissioners have
tising manager of the Santa Fe with
headquarters at Chicago, with tne power to levy up to the limit speciYou will note
wellknown lecturer, D. Ehnendorf, will fied, fifteen mills.
arrive in Santa Fe on Saturday or Sun- that it is not necessary for any disday to visit the Cliff Dwellings. The trict to hold tin election with referlast time Mr. Simpson was in Santa ence to levy for school purposes. This
E being the case yo.i will see tit once
Fe was with the late William
Curtis of the Chicago Record Hera'd. that considerable responsibility falls
Miss Eloisa Rica, daughter of As- upon the county superintendent to see
sistant Superintendent, of Public In- that commissioners are properC.y instruction Filadeifo Baca, having coni- - formed as to the u eds of each dis
puted the required course, vas grant-- j triet in order that the law may bo
ed a diploma and with several other effective for the coming year and inai
honor students of the Loretto acad- - no school shall have less than five
It becomes necessary
for
emy at Las Vegas participated in the months.
commencement program at Loretto the county superintendent to act at
Academy, Las Vegas. Miss Karl s once and to see to it that county
valedictory address was real gem of oommissionersat. their Julv meeting
thought and diction. It was delivered shall make all necessary levies foi
school purposes. We hope, therefore,
in an impressive manner.
Alvan X. White, state superintend- that you will make a thorough study
ent of public instruction, came in last of this new law and take prompt acnight from his home in Santa Fe on a tion in accordance with its provisions
short business trip. Mr. White, accom- as the law has been in effect since
panied by Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, the tenth day of June, 1912, accordpresident of the Xew Mexico Normal ing to Section 13.
University, will go to Mora Saturday
Very truly yours,
morning on a short trip on school
ALVAN N. WHITE.
business. They will be accompanied State
of
Public
Superintendent
by Governor McDonald. Las Vegas
Schools.
June IS, 19112Optic.
No Joint Maneuvers.
Mrs. Clara K. Jacobs, of Pasadena,
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes this
California, is visiting Mrs. W. B.
from
Sloan, and is accompanied by Master afternoon received a dispatch
is the war department, making the final
Mrs. Jacobs
Bernard Harwell.
enroute to Lakeside, Ohio, on business decision, that there will be no manand pleasure and will spend the sum- euvers this year for hick of money.
mer months at the camp meetings, President Taft having vetoed the
at the latter place, a Chautauqua re- army appropriation bill.
sort, of which she is the principal
owner. Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. Sloan
were schoolmates.
GENERAL BRAGG IS DEAD.
Fond du Lac, Wis., June 20.
J. Perry EaricksoL, of the firm of
General Edward
S. Bragg,
Earickson & Sabin, brokers in this
commander of the famous Iron
city, returned yesterday afternoon
from a short business trip to Santa
Brigade during the Civil War,
died this afternoon.
Fe. Mr. Earickson made the trip to
Santa Fe in his automobile and was
accompanied by .irs. Earickson and
son. Mr. Earickson reports the roads NEW SUPERINTENDENT
OF CEMETERY HERE.
between here and the Capital City to
be in fine condition, the rains of the
Colonel Kendall, the efficient and
past week having had but litt'e effect
popular superintendent of the National
on them. Las Vegas Optic.
cemetery here, today introduced to his
many friends in this city A. C. E. Von
ARIZONA'S SPECIAL SESSION
N'yvenheim, who comes here from the
ADJOURNS WITHOUT RESULT. national cemetery at Chattanooga
as
superintendent of the cemetery here.
Democratic Majority Finds Itself Pow- Colonel Kendall will leave on Monday
erless to Put Through Importfrr Cold Harbor, Va., where lie will
ant Legislation.
take charge of the national cemetery
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BENJAMIN'S CLOTHING
It will pay you to compare our Goods and Prices before
We carry a complete line of

1MRS. W. LINDIiARDT.

S CO.
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for Safe Quality.
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GREAT WA1STMB SKIRT SALE

,

For One Week we will slash
off the Regular
Prices on all WAISTS and SKIRTS.
ONE-THIR-
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AND STEP IN AND MAKE A SELECTION

REMEMBER,

ONE-THIR-

OFF!

D

i

3ELI8II Wi

ADOLF

;

por-wee- k

GOODS

CO.

n

'

-

requisi-Frenge-

r

j

SPECIAL SALE OF

1 V.

-

iio-th- e

i.

T

AT REDUCED PRICES

Beginning Friday, June
A

21,

Well Selected Stock to Please Every Taste

and Every Purse.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

-

FIRE

u

INSURANCE

FIRE

IN THE UNITED STATES

THERE ARE

each year. Your earning- power is
certainly worth protection against
frequent losses Then is not the
fact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
known or unknown, is covered by
-

HVUUt
CASES OF ILLNESS

Z the

FIDELITY

AND CASUALTY

DISABILITY

POLICY

worthy of careful consideration and consequent action?

u JOSEPH B.
HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room
N.

LL

'

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

M.

j

ACCIDENT

Colonel Kendall made a host
fiiends here and the appearance

thi

White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.
JAMES

C. McCONVERY,
::::

Phone. Black 204.

Palace Avenue.

415

We" JUNE WEDDINGS
With the Finest Line of Sterling Silver Ware
In the Beautiful and New Orange Blossom, Chippendale

AND OTHER PATTERNS.

See Our Fine Selections and Get Our Prices.
Reliable Jeweler

Sao Francisco

H. C. YONTZ,

Street

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERILLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL.TALL SIZES.

of
of

cemetery is proof sufficient of his
loving care of the graves of the
defenders.
Mr. Von Xyvenheim has been here
many times while in the military serv
ice. The last time he was in Santa
Fe was during the Indian troubles,
with the Sixth cavalry.
Mrs. Von
Miss Ida
Xyvenheim was formerly
Clarke of this city and has many
friends here. She is now in Minneapo-- i
lis, the Von Xyvenheim home, but
will arrive in a few weeks.

LIABILITY

Oriental Poppies, Sveet Peas, Pansies,

there.

June 20.
Arizona,
Phoenix,
The Arizona house passed the registration and the primary bills providing for a most elaborate system of
registering and holding of primary
elections. It is extremely doubtful if
the bills will be accepted by the sen
ate. Bills providing for the registration of corporations, for an appropriation for the support and maintenance
cf a land commission and providing for
an inspection of all gas, water and electric meters passed the senate finally.
The two houses failed to agree and
the lobbying bill has no chance to
pass this session.
The bill providing for a 99 year lease
of school lands was killed finally. The
legislature adjourned its special session today without having accomplish
ed anything to justify the expense of
calling and holding it. The Democrats
controlled both houses.

HEALTH

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

ZARAPERIA MEX1CANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO

PATTERNS,

Both Native and Oermantow n Wool Used.

j

Orders Taken and Promptly

Send for Price List.
119 Don

Filled.

Gaspar Avenue.

BRIDLE STILL CLASP
IN HAND OF DEATH.
We Have Our First Arrival of
Madera, Mex., June 20.
Though the skirmish at Aguaje
CANTALOUPES
on the Mexican Northwestern
railroad north of here, was
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine
fought a week ago, a Mexican
ranchman today riding over the X
Chinese Troops Mutiny.
battlefield, found a saddled and
bridled horse, starving and
Special Leased Wire to New MextcnaJ
(By
KAUNE
H.
Day &
Chinese
Peking, June 20. The
thirsty, held fast by a rope X
clenched in the hand of a dead
troops stationed at Mukden mutinied
Furnished rooms in connection.1.
last night, according to dispatches to X federal officer. In the saddle
were
found
were
$3,000.
natives
killed and
day. Many
bags
::
222 San Francisco Street
hundreds of houses were destroyed.

S.

:

Coronado Restaurant

t

Short Orders run

Night.

Regular Meals 25c

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

Electric Lights

G. LL'PE

HERRERA,

Prop
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of 1905 of insurance companies, nor is
there any express repeal of the secX BAND PROGRAM TONIGHT.
tions of the Compiled Laws above reX "Gentry's Triumphale" March
ferred to; and in addition to this,
F. Jewell
131 of that act, its provisions
Concert
"La Verona"
Piece
are declared to be applicable to corC. W. Dalbey
porations formed under four different
"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora Guffey, of Broken
X "Elysium"
Overture
acts, neither of which extends to inEdward Hazel
"to
Arrow, Okla.,
use my letter in any way you want to,
surance companies. This may well be"
"II Trovatore" Selection
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO
if it will induce some suffering woman to try Cardui. I had
considered as an intention on the part
G. Verdi
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta X
of the legislature not to have the proX "Fair Confidantes"
pains all over, and suffered with an abscess. Three phyWaltz
ble
visions of the new act extend to inCompound Restored
In sffflct Airil 4th. 1912.
X
(Rend Howii)
E. Louise McVeigh
sicians failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
(Head Up)
surance companies, nor in any way to
Mrs.
X "On the Mesa Grande"
Green's Health
A Mex- "(3)
19
Miles
2)11 (1)1
STATIONS
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
(1)2 V2))2 (3)l0
affect their incorporation, control or
X
ican Idyl
L. Maurice
'v
Her
Own
p m
iu
p m
Statement.
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
management.
X "Rubber Plant Rag" A Stretch- 9 i0
0
Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
900
9 0
Another indication of the correct4
Kuniaklo
8 .iU
X
kinds.
I
different
other
treatments
What
erette
me
Geo. L. Cobb
tried,
helped
ID 05
11
Dedtnan
8 So
ness of my view is to be found in
10 20
Two-S- i
-- "Your medicine haa X "I Want to Be in Dixie
16
Mo.
for
8
few
a
IS
Covington,
Oapullu
only."
days
1"
i
of
35
20
section 29,
VlBil
8 05
chapter 5 of the laws of done me more good than all the doc
Berlind Snyder
Step
10 SO
26
7
45
Thompson
'
1005, enacted at the same session as
11 00
2S
Director
tor s medicines. At X B. Ramirez
Melochu
'"' 7H5
the general corporation law, which
31
"10
7 in
Cunning-bu11 35
everymonthly period
42
Houso
6 50
Cllftou
section
comthat
insurance
provides
1-'- 05
I had to stay in bed
48
8 30
Ar ... Raton. N. M
Lv
panies shall within thirty days after
four days because of
a 45
0
Ar
1"
l.v .. KjHou, N. M
the
7
3
completion of their organization
"fton Houe..
and
hemorrhages,
im
TTTTTTT
7TT7TT7777
file a certified copy of their articles
48
"iw95
9 07
sj'iwxiou
my back was so weak
65
8 50
Junction
Koeblr
of incorporation with the superintend;
1 could
tw
H '5
Colfax
8 in
hardly walk.
3 u3
Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before
Closing Quotations.
76
ent of insurance, leaving undisturbed
8 02
Cerrososo
I have been taking
82
........
New York, N. Y., June 20. Call
Lv
7 45
Ar
.OInmrron
the
earlier
method
of
care of yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
incorporation
5 00
Lv
Ar am
Lydia E. Pinkham's money,
Cimarron
J
and organization.
..
prime paper 4f?
Nash
4 52
Veeetable Com- s ;
88
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
42
Hnrlan
W
silver, 61
Mexican dollars, 4S;
I
11
now
I
and
.
can
,
return
.
the
!
of
certificate
4
94
pound
45
M...Lv
25
Ar
Ut9 Pari, N.
i I.
Incorpora17
worse 10
17.50; tin, 48.75(549.12
ionow, uniess given quicu Treatment.
3 tion as requested.
stay up ana ao my copper,
pm
lead,
You would always keep Cardui handy, if you knew
$4.40(5:'4.60;
I
think
work.
is
it
amalgamated S7
Yours truly,
the best medicine on earth for women. " sugar 130
Atchison, 107
Great
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
what quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
Mrs. Jennie Green, Covington, Mo.
New York Central,
Northern, 134
Stage for Van Houten. N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Attorney General.
of
the
and
disease
life
makes
seem
hard
womanly
system
118
Northern Pacific, 120
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
Delinquent Taxes.
How 3Irs. ("line Avoided
to bear. Cardui has helped over a million women. Try it
Southern Pacific,
Reading, "167
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1912.
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav. $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bagOperation.
110
Union Pacific, 169
Hon. Howell Earnest, Traveling Auditgage carried free.
steel,
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept, Chattanooga, Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenri.,
Brownsville, Ind. "I can say that 70
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
B.
or, Santa Fe, X. M.
book. "Home Treatment for Wnmrn " nt free. I 51
for Soecial Instructions, and
steel, pfd., 110
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Lydia
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
Dear Sir I have before me by refLead and Spelter.
has done me more good than anything
erence from your office the letter adSt. Louis, Mo., June 20. Lead quiet
(1) Daily.
else. One doctor said I must be opera1.371-2- ;
dressed to you of Mr. Lee G. Pearson, ted
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
Spelter 6.85(a6.90, strong.
for a serious female trouble
treasurer of Quay county, as to which and upon
General Passenger Agent.
Grain and Provisions.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturda vs.
could
that nothing
me but an
help
you have asked my opinion.
Chicago, 111., June 20. Wheat July
operation.
Mr. Pearson says that, he has adSept., 104
had hemorrhages and at times 106
"I
Corn July, 72
vertised the first half of the delin- could not get any medicine to stop them.
Sept. 72
to I got in such a weak condition that I would
quent taxes for 1911 a' cording
Oats July, 49; Sept., 40
law, that the last half is now delin- have died if I had not got relief soon.
Pork July, 1S.751S.77
quent, but on July 5th he will write
"Several women who had taken your
(From the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican of Monday Evening, June 20, 1S87.)
tax sales certificates to cover all. real Compound, told me to try it and I did
11.00.
Lard July 10.97
Many homestead filings are being Moore, Roscoe Breeden, Blanche Read, estate which shows not to have
been and found it to be the riirht medicine tn
Ribs July 10.52
.
Spiegel-bergmade around
Galisteo and Lamy. Hattie Warning and Bella
satisfied before that date, these cer- build up the system and overcome
Wool.
Colonel Willison today piloted a party
tificates running to Quay county; and lemale troubles.
St. Louis. Mo., June 20. Wool,
of homeseekers to these fertile lands.
Thomas Halloran, deputy (revenue he asks whether those certificates
"I am now in orpnt. rlpnl Viptrpr honlrli steady. Terr:,ory and western medi
Some 2,500 people took part in the collector, has rented the Griffin cottage
should be for all taxes against proper- than I ever expected to be, so I think I ums, 16(f18; fine mediums, 15(517;
DeVargas procession yesterday.
cn Johnson street and will move up ty, or
Mrs. O. M. fine, TO'C 15- merely for the first half which ought to thank you font.
V
Major Hooper is booming Santa Fe from Albuquerque
with his family, has been advertised.
He adds that he Cline, S. Main St.. Brownsville, Ind.
in the advertising literature that the
that after all, Santa Fe is understands the law that he should
declaring
D. & R. G. is sending out. He will run
Kansas City.
the best town in the Southwest.
make such certificates to cover all de- and not in a
a number of excursions
Kansas City, Mo., June 20. Cattle
into Santa
delinquent tax list for
Editorial.
linquent taxes for the whole year, and
f
of the taxes of a year. In secFe this summer.
4,000
2,500
Receipts
including
The Santa Fe New Mexican is the for this view there is foundation in
tion IS of the same act is given a form steers. Market steady. Native steers
The Rock Island has completed its
which
runs
in
Mexico
Xew
only paper
I will hereinafter in- - of the order to be issued
statute
the
as
by the clerk $6.7509.50; Southern steers, $5.50
survey via Springer, Cimarron, Taos its presses by steam iwwer.
It can ciicate.
of the court to the collector for the S.25; Southern cows and
to Santa Fe.
turn out better work, and that faster,
heifers, $3.50
I think, however, that Mr. Pearson
sale, and again it shows that the iudg- - (ft 6.25; native cows and heifers, $3.30
Judge H. L. Waldo has returned than any other printing establishment
has overlooked some of the provisions meat rendered was
from Silver City where he argued a in the
against property (S8.S5; stockers and feeders, $4.25(f?
territory.
of the act of 1S99 under which the ad described in the
number of tax cases.
delinquent tax list of 6.50; bulls, $4.006.50; ca'ves, $4.5(1
in
There
is
the
shaking
gubernatorof
vertisement
Hon. T. B. Catron has returned
delinquent taxes is the county for a year. In section 23 fg 8.25; Western
IN
ial office.
steers, $6.00(89.00;
made, or he would not fall into the it is provided that the tax sales cerfrom Watrous.
were 213 business
There
failures
error of thinking that he could make tificates shall show the amount and cows, $3.50'fi 6.50.
Colonel
G. W. Prichard of Las
Market
3,500.
the last week in the l'nited such certificates to cover anything
Sheep Receipts,
the year or years for which the taxes
Vegas expects to spend several days during
17:! in the same week
$4. 005.00; lambs,
as
States
strong.
Muttons,
against
the
taxes
in Santa Fe.
M. A. Otero is over
regularly advertised. were assessed, and taxes are never as-- j
.00(?f9.0O; range wethers and yearl
last year, it is merely tne cuniula-- : ny section 23 of chapter 22 of the sessed for half years.
with him on business.
tive effect of the Grover Clevehur! I.;ws of 1S)9 it is
$4,000 O.dO; range ewes, $3.00
that aftQn
H. M. Crosby of Cleveland. Ohio, has Democratic-MugwumAll of the foregoing has reference to ings,
4.35.
reform business receiving the amount for which real
etuhllchorl
....,1 ,,..,1,. 1.1
those sales of property where the de- li i administration of which one heard so 'estate
..WIIUIU u in, .TC ciuu
iijwitr
is sold, the collector shall
in southeastern Santa Fe county.
linquent taxes amount to not less than
last campaign.
( ute and deliver to the
a
cerChicago.
purchaser
twenty-five- ,
The Pecos is very high. Two boys
dollars, and as to such de"
of sale
Chicago, Til., June 20. Cattle Reitificate
which
among other
fell from the foot bridge at Pecos into
taxes
can
to
be found
nothing
Market
4,000.
for beeves
things must show that the property linquent
show an intention to advertise and sell ceipts
the river and were drowned.
cows and heifers weak. Beeves
was
sold
for
steady,
taxes
and
the
amount
twice in a year. When we come how- Walter M. Taber and Chester Col- OFFICISL BOTES
thereof.
$6.1U(g9.5T); Texas steers $6.408.00;
Obviously the collector
gate, two fine young eastern gentle-mie'
om.i.iii- western steers $6.508.10; stockers
.... , r
'"'""i"'"".
i.
tn tl,Q font of
rertifvlupto
who have ranches near Glorieta,
. .
less
than
twenty-fiv.
j""-;it
dollars,
ing
cow-and feeders $4.20(?t
call on
D. & R. Q. Ajfent
and
1
'
are buying supplies in the city today,
Truncate any,;, distim,tly and cpa,.,v provIdpd by heifers $2.70(T? S.OO; 6.75;
calves $5.50(98.00.
'
31
Interstate Casualty Co.
They are spending their money freely.
Ivi,
D.
;'
F. &
Fe.
'"'j section e twoof the act of 1S99 that there Sheep
A.,
Market
V
Receipts 10,000.
The water in streams near here is
tVVatStaCt,lUl!
Santa Fe, X. M., June 1S. 1912.
advertisements and sales
Hr''7,e
hat
facts
a, ln eac.h year, without the necessity of st rong. Generally 10c above last night
too high nd too cold to make trout State Corporation Commission, Santa
Native $3.5005.60; western $4.50
cmino- ir.fr.
.rii luc Kdlf is
i,tri,,f luuu iu fit? i.
Fe, X. M.
fishing good.
"(r iu'" ii in uioimi
western
5.65; yearlings $4.7507.10:
oi tne same act is one judgment.
o..iuuii
inRev. J. O. Moore, of the M. E.
Clearly the legislature
I have your letter
Gentlemen
of which provides for sales to the coun$4,100 S.10; springs lambs $5.5009.60.
to
tended
between
church, leaves tonight on a two weeks even date herewith enclosing the arthe
ty and for the making of certificates two classes distinguish
of delinquencies, and to
trip to the east in the interest of a ticles of incorporation of the Inter- tneretor, and does
not
indicate
that
BEST.
a different
new church building.
method for the
state Casualty Company and calling
shall be in any way different provide
ones. The wisdom of this dis- Costs no more but gives the best resmaller
Socorro has an ice manufactury in attention to the fact that these articles they
from the certificates described in the
sults.
crimination
full blast.
not be apparent, but
do not recite the name and address of next section
To state it differently. we are boundmay
H. L. Blomquist, Esdaile, Wis., says
Socorro county's assessment roll the statutory agent, as required
what
the
by
legislature
the collector's certificate is as to the did. If
the sales to which Mr. Pearson his wife considers Foley's Honey and
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
reached the five million dollar mark
49, chapter 79, of the laws of fact of a sale, and should
certify noth- refers are of property upon which the Tar Compound the best cough cure on
this year.
1905.
You say that while it is true
ing except what actually took place
Tbe Wst Point of th Southwest"
taxes were less than twenty-f- the market. "She has tried various
Wool is quoted at 13 to 16 cents a that these articles are drawn under when
the sale was made. The certif- delinquent
Ranked by L'nited States War Deive
dollars, then it was correct to kinds but Foley's gives the best result
pound.
section 26 of chapter 48 of the laws of icates should
properly be made imme- advertise and sell for the first and oi all.''
partment ai "Distinguished InstituThe sheriff of Dona Ana County is 1909, there does not seem to be any
diately after the sale.
tion." Army officer detailed by Wai
second halves separately.
working jail prisoners on the roads. exception as to class of corporations
Although not covered by what Mr.
Department.
I return Mr. Pearson's letter here
Why not work Penitentiary convicts in the law first above referred to, and
Pearson
asks, what he says forces up- with.
cn Xew Mexico roads?
Through Academic course, preparYours truly.
therefore you are of opinion that the on
my mind the consideration of aning young men for college or business
W. H. If. Llewellyn has been ap articles should specify the
F. W. CLAXCY,
upon
agent
other important question, and that is
V
Ufa. Great amount of open air work.
v& t
pointed manager of the Waddingham whom process may be served.
Attorney General.
as to whether the law
adHealthiest location of any Military
interests in the Mesilla valley.
If it could be held that the corpora- vertisement and sale ofauthorizes
School ia the Union. Located in the
The Lincoln County Leader
property for Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron,
pub tion act of 1905 covered the formation
Mich., tells
delinquent taxes more than once for
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
lishes the list of 62 persons who have of
how she did so: "I was bothered
insurance companies,
which
is a year's taxes. I am of
that
of tne West at an elevation of 3Vutl
opinion
died at White Oaks since the camp doubtful to
say the least, the latter act there should W but one advertisement with my kidneys and had to go nearly
was established.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
of 1909. fully covering all that, must and sale for each
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kid
year's taxes, and
The
Biho
day, but little rain or snow during ths
place with ue tione to incorporate an insurance that it is not
Pills and they did me so mucti
ney
to
proper
advertise anrl
the famous vineyard and orchard at
season.
company, so far as it departed from sell when only half of the tax is delin-- good that 1 bo"JSht a bottle, and feel
Bernalillo has been sold by L. Spiegel-ber- the
Fourteen Officers aud Instructors,
1
of quent.
of
The practical doubling of ex- tney saV0 me a big doctor's bill."
to a Spanish priest, Father Par-isi- 1905, requirementsand the statute
all graduates from standard eastern
that pense and labor certainly ought to be
abrogated
superseded
who
contemplates
Ten buildings,
colleges.
putting an- general, statute. It is the last ex- avoided, unless the statute
throughly
very plain
other story on the present, building pression
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
of the legislative will and i.v ana
clearly requires it. By section X SANTA FE WEATHER
Almost everybody is comand converting the place into a home
In all respects.
fully covering the subject of the in- 4066 of the Compiled Laws of
STILL FINEST EVER.
1S97,
and school for orphan boys.
to Detroit during Cadilla-qu- e
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON. Pres
corporation of insurance companies, w hich has been amended by section 10 X
ing
With a minimum temperature
Forty young Santa Feans have onerated to renpnt anv ntlior lncrii., of
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pre.
22 of the laws of 1899, and
i during last
chapter
of
46
week, July 22ud to 27th.
night
signed the roll of the new militia com- tion on the subject. If the certificate
degrees,
3. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
by section one of chapter 96 of the X the famous Santa Fe summer
pany.
Are
of
you coming?
send wllh laws of 1901,
incorporation which
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
f
of a
taxes X climate is still keeping up to
Three strangers looked for empty vnnr lotter !n nthor you
mmci, f,,iiv becomes delinquent on the year's
and W, A. FINLEY.
The doors of the great
first day of X standard.
store rooms in vain and on that ac- - complies with the
of the December, and the other half on
For particulars and Illustrated cathe X
Yesterday the highest tem- colnt gave up the idea of establish- - ac( of lfi09, I am requirements
of opinion that a first day of June
Burroughs Factory are altalogues address:
following, and the X perature was 68 degrees
at
ing in business here.
fililure
seclion
t0
with
49
of renames must oe auaed. It seems
comi)y
2:30
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
m.
ways open to visitors. We
and
p.
tem-the lowest
Tonjutoeg. two pounds for 25 cents, the act of 1905, is immaterial, and clear that the
perature was 47 degrees at
legislature was providUlie Spiegelberg,
C. H. Gilder- - that the certificate should be
Superintendent
will have an extra force of
approved ing for a division of the
5:40 a. m. The mean tempera-tax in
sleeve and C. M. Creamer left this by you, the
commission halves not for the benefit year's
corporation
ture was 58 degrees. The nor-guides for this special gala
of the public
morning well loaded with fish bait having been substituted bv the consti- mal temperature for the past
treasury, nor for the purpose of infor the upper Santa Fe.
week. Souvenirs for all out
tution for the superintendent of in- - creasing the
taxpayer's burdens, but
forty years was 67 degrees.
The closing exercises last night of surance.
for the purpose of
town visitors.
of
X
The
mean
making it easier
temperature was
the Presbyterian Academy were well
Tn view of the facts above stated for the
dif- X therefore 9 degrees lower than
taxpayer,
instead
of
more
attended and interesting, testifying to about the statutes, it. seems immaterial ficult. This will be
apparent by refer- M the general average. The fore-the faithful work of the two teachers, to consider whether the art of ions ence to the
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
cast for tonight and Friday is
revenue act of
original
Miss Carothers and Miss Roland. Rev- had
any effect upon the formation of 1SS2 of which section 54, which section X clear and a slight rise in tern-John Ferguson presided. Those who ii'Stirance
which was proas section 2S59 of the ComDetroit, Mich.
perature.
took part in the exercises last night vided for companies
by sections 2095 to 2116 of piled Laws of 1884, provide that the
were
night
Zeporah Gold, May Flah- the Compiled Laws of 1897, but I am tax for the whole
should become
erty, Anna Zreeden, Xellie Warning. of opinion that it had no such effect. delinquent on the year
first day of NovemSophie
Herlow, Cattie McFarland, Those sections of the Compiled Laws ber. This was
changed in 1893 so as
Waldo Breeden, Jennie Call, Douise should be considered as in
the nature to provide for the payment in halves
Fischer, William Breeden, Rosa Spie- of a special statute referring to insur and permit the
taxpayer, if he choose,
gelberg, Joy Nichols, Rena Spiegel- - ance companies alone,
prescribing the to keep half of the money in his own
..
.
.here KIsIp TIfolrl ' Initio i"r5c.-i6- ,
sucn corporations. pocket for six months longer without
weiuou oi
Giihsk, Warning, Belle Ilfeld, Jessie No distinct creating
mention In made in thB nrt paying interest or
penalty thereon in
stead of having the money necessarily
accumulate in the public treasury.
This legislative intent to benefit the
1912.
Low
taxpayer would be largely defeated if
he is thereby saddled, when delinquent
lhe fly, with snongv feet, collects th InvkinU
r a:
i
with the expense of advertisement and
them over our food and poisons us with typhoid and cholera. The
with
sale twice a year.
its bite injects into our veins malaria and yellow fever. The bacteriamosquito
of consumpIn addition to this the language of
tion, or grip, ore everywhere present for us to hreufhn into
ui j
ti..
which flows through our veins and arteries is our protection. It should contain
the act of 1899 indicates a sale for the!
Round Trip
healthy red and white blood corpuscles capable of warding off these disease whole year's tax, and harmonizes with
from
germs. Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery is a blood medicine and alterative
I have already said. Section 15
what
made entirely without elcohol, a pure glyceric extract of bloodroot,
of that act provides for the advertisegolden seal,
Fare
Uregoa grape root, queen's root, mandrake and stone root, which has enjoyed a
Fe, N. AL
ment by the collector of the delinIF VOIR VACATION IS SHORT USE THE
ingood reputation for over forty years.
The refreshing quents, within ninety days after any
fiuence of this extract is like Nature's influence the blood
tax shall become delinquent not for
is bathed in the tonio which give3 life to the blood
ths
vital fires of the body burn brighter and their increased
the advertisement of the half of a tax
which may become delinquent, but for
activity consumes the tissue rubbish which has accumulated
during the winter.
the whole tax. In the same section
AND SAVE
" Atari forty years atro while In Newark, New
Take Santa Fe via Chicago or St. Louis, Pullman
it is required that the advertisement
Jersey, I had chills
and lover, writes Mb. Michael Maguire, of National
Home,
TO KANSAS CITY, 14 HOURS
shall show the year for which the tax
and Tourist Sleepers.
Kana.
I went to Kansas City and in the sprin? of 1877Military
the chills and
TO CHICAGO, 14 HOURS
fever returned. Doctors am! everything I tried failed to do me srood.
is due. In section 17 of the same act
r mally I saw Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery advertised. I took
BEST
TO ST. LOUIS, 7 HOURS
EQUIPMENT.
::::
one bottle of it and the chills vanished.
BEST SERVICE.
the title of the cause to be set out In
In about a year afterward
I felt them comin? bach so I grot another bottle and have
never had the complaint filed In the
district
of
or
asrue since. That is all of twenty years ago,
fever
any
symptoms
For
further particulars, apply to any Santa Fe agent.
Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.
for I had the chills aiwut twelve years before I started to take 'Golden
court shows that It is a proceeding
Medical Discovery.' "
and property describ
S.
H.
persons
against
LUTZ,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Agent,
U. Maouuie, Esq,
Dr. Pierce' Pleaseat Pellets are tor liver Ills.
ed In a delinquent tax list for a year,
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June 1st

Until September 30th,
round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

Diverse Routes

Liberal Stopovers

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Are the Fly and Mosquito Dangerous?.
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DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,
June 25th, 1912.

$69.50

Santa

Dates of Sale. June 19th to 23rd, 1912.
Return Limit, July 4th, 1912.
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in a reasonable time.
Mr. Andrus. Some projects look
more feasible than others, and you are
exeicising your best judgment in selecting the best projects first?
Mr. Newell. That lias been the case
excepting as modified by section fi of
the reclamation act which has now
been repealed. That section forced ns
to accept a project in each state, and
the best project in some states was
not as good as the poorer projects in

ELEPHANT BUTTES
RECLAMATION

S

One Hundred Thousand Acres Are Already Under Culti
vation in Mesilia and Lower Pecos Valleys.
Crop Successes and Failures.
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The
Perfection Broiler
The New Perfection Toaster
The New Perfection Griddle

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
Auk your UmgcUl for t
I'lBmond 11 rand.
t hl-- c hcwter'a
Pill in Kt4 and Void metalliA
times, sealed witt l!lre
Tak no other. Rnr of your
ItruaaUU
for II I. IIVk.T
MAMONft ItKAMk 11 LI, S, for 8&
Lfttlleft!

years known as Best, Safest, Always ReHsol
SOLD BY IJRllTiGISTS EVERYWHERE

A

Regular

With these appliances and the New Perfection glass
door steel oven, the New Perfection is just as cornplrtc
and efficient a Love os a regular coal range.
Certainly, it
is much cleaner and cheaper.

CONTINENTAL

-

CHAS.

K.

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M
IJXNiJV. Secretary.
Sania Fe Chapter N
1. R. A. M.
Regula.
convocation i e c o n
Monday of each moot
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H.

ARTHUR SELIGMAX. Secretary.

"Wr'v'vl

Mmr

W. B. GRIFFIN,

wM

th

OIL CO.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace
Mrs. S. Hensley, El Paso.
W. II. Brown, City.
E. A. Leonard, City.
O. P. Goehel and w ife, Belen.
C. A. Bishop, Santa Fe.
Clara J. Heir, Cleveland, Ohio.
Amy Worst, Ashland, Ohio.
G. H. Van Stone and wife, Estancia.
II. N. Brown, Denver.
J. B. Benedict, Denver.
A. Von Nyvenheim, City,
j. C. I.arkin and wife, Raton.
F. W.Timmerman, St. Louis.
C. W. McNeal, Virginia.
Rev. B. A. Hodges, Temple, Texas.

flow-dow-

Coronado.
Tomas Vigil, Capulin.
Adolfo Baca, Las Vegas.
J. S. Saunders, St. Joseph. Mo.
K. Lonan, St. Joseph, Colo.
Albert Walsh, Clayton, Colo.
John Atkins, Alamosa, Colo.
Alfred Ilerrera, Denver, Colo.
Malaquias Martinez, Taos.

h

one-fift- h

one-sixt-

years, perhaps
ducting losses

one-tent-

by seepage

after

de-

Montezuma.
II. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
G. A. Kaseman, Albuquerque.
W. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
Abe S. Diamond, Denver.
Dr. Casner, City.
Dr. Groff, Nebraska.
Dr. Dowd, New York.
R. J. Murphy, Albuquerque.
Thomas James, Topeka, Kas.
F. Pattinger, Topeka, Kas.
E. Fewell, El Paso, Texas.
George Sherrard, Salt Lake City.
J. F. Quinn, St. Joseph.
Chas. F. Gravelin, St. Louis.
E. G. Mustain, El Paso.
D. H. Boatright, Albuquerque.
R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque.
H. W. Kelley, Las Vegas.
H. C. Smith, Las Vegas.
W. T. Conway, State College.

and evap-

oration.
The Chairman. Did Mexico have a
prior right, and was that the reason
we gave them this f.0,000
Mr. Newell. Attorney General J.id-soHarmon, in a communication to
the Secretary of State, dated December 12, 1S95 (Opinions of Attorneys
General, vol. 21, pp. 274 to 283), states
acre-feet-

?

n

that

The immediate as well as the possible consequence of the right asserted by Mexico show that its recognition is entirely inconsistent with the
sovereignty of the Vnited States over
its national domain. Apart from the
sum demanded by way of indemnity
for the past, the claim involves not
only the arrest of further settlement
and development of large regions of
in
country, but the aDanaonmeni,
great measure at least, of what has
already been accomplished.
In other words, it was asserted that
there was no servitude lying in the
waters of the United States in favor
the foreign country. As a matter
of international comity. Congress, as
well as the State Department, agreed
that a fair amount of water should
The Chairman. They have been us-Ing that water for several hundred
years on the Mexican side?
Mr. Newell. Yes; there is no doubt
but that they have used It. In conversation some years after with Judge
Harmon, he said that his decision
was ' norhana a little f irther than he
.
i.
wuuiu nave gon u an uuu ueeu uiuiv

Recorder.

Warranty Deed A warranty deed
wag recorded today by County Clerk
Marcelino A. Ortiz, conveying a house
and lot at the corner of Garcia street
and Manhattan avenue from Martin
Cayetano Chavez to James E. Ander-o- f
son and wife. Consideration $S50.
j

Every Woman
I interested and sriouia Know
ADout the wonderful
Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Syringe.
rt mostconvunient. It
cleanses instantly

1

MARVEL
j

your druggist tor i
If he cannot supply
MARVEL, accent no other
"TOt.
but send stamp for illustrated
book sealed. It rives full partlcu
.
Isrsanldtp-ctiOMladiei.
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Ask

mi
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WANTED A good Jersey cow.
to W. G. Sargent.
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Ap-- :

Rooms for Rent rtim,;l(' or in suite,
fnrnished or unfurnished,
with or
wi;hout. private bath, etc. Apply, 237
vonue.
Washingiou
FOR RENT Nice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, with bath. UpFrank Andrews.
stairs, over slon--

Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-iiall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

g

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and tria'.
Write to CHAS. W. R1CKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

Santa Fe Tyoflge
Peifection No. 1, 14t!

Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 312 Jay St.,
LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered
all kinds of pains in her back and
hips on account of kidney trouble and
rheumatism.
"I got some of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking them
for a few days there was a wonderful
change in my case, for the pain entirely left my back and hips and I am
thankful there is such a medicine as
Foley Kidney Pills." For saie by all
druggists.

-

p.m.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.

j

one-hal-

Santa Fe Comman'ter
No. 1, K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Mor
rtav in pf,ch month h
Masonic HrD at 7:S

Avj

tliorough!y conversant with the situation.
Mr. Taylor. The Stole of Colorado
has always very bitterly complained
of that arrangement, declaring that
it thus renders millions of acres of
good land practically
worthless, because it takes the water out of Colorado and uses it elsewhere.
Mr. Nowe'l. The 1'nited States is
still the owner of a number of reservoir sites in Colorado at the headwaters of the Rio Grande. There have
been filed with the state engineer
enough claims for storage rights to
take care of the available flow in Colorado. Under the orders of the Interior Deportment of December ".
1S!M.;, applications
for further rights
of way have been suspended.
Mr. Taylor. Is it not possible that
storage reservoirs might be built?
Mr. Newel!. It has been urged that
tl.e river flow in New .Mexico will not
be diminished by allowing the reservoir sites in Colorado to be used. Ap
fiie tions have been approved, for a
huvfi number of these.
j

Ai

commuu

7.3U.

nH

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boie, Salt Lake City

I

F. & A.

T

each designed specially for use on the New
Perfection Stov.

o: $l,noii,iiiio was made by act of
March 4, 11)07 (34 Stat., 1 :!."). Work
was immediately beim, lie first op- erations being o ma lie surveys ami
secure rights of way for the reservoir.
At a later date, under the terms of
the act of June 2."), TH0 (3 Stat. 8:i."),
the amount of $4.,"i0o,oo0 was made
available from advances to the reclamation fund. The $l,ooo,0o() has already been expended for rishts of
way, equipment, and beginning worl;
on the foundations of the dam near
Engle. The location was chosen after
down the
a general survey ap and
river to ascertain the most feasible
point at which to hold the flood waters of the Rio Grande. In all such
storage works the great difficulty is
getting a good foundation. In this
case the bedrock is Co or xn feet under the river. To handle this stream
we are building a large concrete
flume, resting on the solid rock on
one side and with a cofferdam above
and below, diverting the water, in orAf
der to lay bare the foundation.
ter the next spring flood we should
have the equipment so complete that
we can get the foundation in before
the next flood comes.
The first construction has been to
build a wagon road from the railroad
station at Kngle, N. Mex. ,on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad
to the site of the dam and locate a
preliminary camp. Next was comf
pleted a railroad ten and
miles long, and a permanent camp established where we will be for seven
O'eight years, probably. We are op
erating the railroad under an agreement with the Santa. Fe system, by
which they route through freight to
the end of our road at terminal rates.
After the dam is built at this place
there will result a reservoir anout 40
miles in length, which will hold practically the entire flood flow of the
stream. In some years there will not
be enough water to completely fill the
reservoir; but whatever is held will
be turned back into the river to
as needed and be diverted by a
series of dams, of which we have
built one, known as the Leasburg
Dam.
The Chairman. What proportion of
the flow do you estimate that New
Mexico or the 1'nited States will get,
will go to Old
and what proportion
Mexico?
Mr. Newel. The Republic of Mexico
under the terms
gets tiO.000 acre-fee- t
of the treaty just described.
What part of the
The Chairman.
total amount would that be?
Nr. Newell. In the low season it
would probably be about
in normal
of the available amount;
or
be
about
would
it
years
or more, and in high water

.
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This year we are selling

claims

against the United Slates for damages to Mexican citizens, arising out
of tlie alleged diversion of the waters
Colorado and
New Mexico. The claims at one time
are said to have amounted to about
$:ifi,000.ofl0.
after much
Finally,
negotiation, officials of the State Department asked the Secretary of the
Interior whether it would be possible
to adjust the claims under some sort
of an agreement to divide the waters,
the necessary works being built under
the terms of the act of June 17, 1S2
was ft
(32 Stat, 3SS). The result
tieaty, proclaimed January 1C, 1!tii7.
by which it is agreed that if the United States will store the flood waters
in New Mexico, and hold practically
the entire flood flow of the Rio
Grande, it will deliver to Mexico
acre-feethe remainder of the
water to be utilized in New Mexic
and Texas.
The articles of this treaty are of
such importance in this connection
that they may be noted herewith:
Article 1.
After tne completion of the proposed storage dam near Engle, N. M.,
and the distributing system auxiliary
thereto, and as soon as water shall
be available in said system for the
purpose, the United States sbflll deliver to Mexico a total of 00,000 acre-fee- t
of water annually, in the bed of
the Rio Grande at the point where
the head works of the Acequia Madre,
known as the Old Mexican Canal, now
exist above the city of Juarez, Mexico.
Article II.
The delivery of the said amount of
water shall be assured by the United
States and shall
be
distributed
through the year in the same proportions as the water supply proposed
to be furnished from the said irrigation system to lands in the United
States in the vicinity of El Paso, Tex.,
according to a schedule, as nearly as
may be possible.
In case, however, of extraordinary
drought or serious accident to the irrigation system in the United States,
the amount delivered to the Mexican
Canal shall be diminished in the same
proportion as the wafer delivered to
lands under said irrigation system in
the United States.
Article III.
The said delivery shall be made
without cost to Mexico, and the United States agrees to pay the whole cost
of storing the said quantity of water
to be delivered to Mexico, of conveying the same to the international line,
of measuring the said water, and of
delivering it in the river bed above
the head of the Mexican Canal. It is
understood that the United States assumes no obligation beyond the delivering of the water in the bed of
the river above the head of the Mexican Canal.
Article IV.
The delivery of water as herein
provided is not to be construed as a
recognition by the United States of
fcny claim on the part of Mexico to
to the said waters: and it is agreed
that in considerat'on of such delivery
water; Mexico waives any and all
claims to the waters of the Rio Grande
for any purpose whatever between
the head of the present Mexican
Canal and Fort Quitman, Tex., and
also declares fully settled and disposed of, and hereby waives, all
claims heretofore asserted or existing or that may hereafter arise, or
be asserted, against the United States
on account of cny demages alleged to
have been sustained by the owners
of land in Mexico, by reason of the
diversion by citizens of the United
States of waters of the Rio Grande.
Article V.
The X'nitcd States, in entering into
this treaty, does not thereby concede
expressly or by implication, any legal basis for any claims heretofore asserted or which may be hereafter
by reason of any losses incurred by the owners of land in Mexico due or alleged to be due to the
diversion of the waters of the Rio
Grande within the United States; nor
does the United States in any way
concede the establishment of any
general principle or precedent by the
concluding of this treaty. The understanding of both parties Is that the arby this
rangement contemplated
treaty extends only to the portion of
the Rio Grande which forms the international boundary, from the head of
the Mexican Canal down to Fort Quit
man, Texas, and in no other case.
In order to enab.e this work to be
carried on in accordance with the
terms of the treaty an appropriation
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Mr. Newell. There might be seep-- ! '..tates:
These returns furnish a numerical
age in the canals, because the ground
is light and sandy in the lower val- - statement of a condition of which all
familiar with the west wvre already
leys.
Mr. Andrus. Have you surveyed to cognizant that there is a very large
find out what the amount of seepage unirrigated acreage for which works
is?
.are built and water is available, and
Mr. Newell. We have endeavored to that the water supply for this land
measure it, but the old canals in Me-- . has been provided at. a much higher
silla valley are in very bad shape. Inmost than had previously been oonsid-theiusual condition they accumulate jered practicable. Such a condition
a great amount of mud, and then when means either that the land actually
the mud is dug out of the bottom the irrigated must bear the expense foi
water tends to escape by seepage, so the idle land, when its own proportion
at one time there might be a loss of a of the whole expense is already high,
large amount of water and at another or that the investor in irrigation
works must wait indefinitely for retime little.
Mr. Andrus. I noticed places where turns on his money. His own legiti-therwater in the mate burden is all the new settler cat.
is considerable
stream, and come down a little further possibly bear, and consequently the
must carry the load or
and it would be very dry. Is there investor
any way of guarding
against that drop it.
seepage.
There is little doubt that most of
Mr. Newell. We propose to guard ollr irrigation enterprises are practic-agains- t
losses by seepage into the riv- - ai,le an(j wou,j succeed to the satis-e- r
by placing dams at intervals across filt.ion of all concerned if all of the
the stream and catching any seepage im( (or which water is provided were
which comes from the irrigated lands producing returns, but
or
s
above. This return seepage is, how- f
or
of the land
ever, not as large as is popularly sup-- cannot carry the whole load. Now
posed. The quantity is dependent up- - the conclusion from this is obvious
on the way in which water is applied what the west needs just now is not
tc the fields. If great quantities are lllore irrigation works but more
out of the canals and the gating.
ground is saturated so as to produce
Tne concllIslon
reacned
bv Mr.
v. marshy condition there is of course
TpR,e tna, the wegt nee(Js more irrj.
u considerable amount which finds Ratin? rather tnan more workg ig
its way back to the river, in some verv gjjfirant at tne pres,ent time,
cases as high as 25 per cent, but with esppciaiy in connef.tion with the
methods of using the water the gent demands made for extension
ol
amount returned by seepage becomes the government projects. At present
less,
we have in round numbers over a mil- This argument of return seepage lion acres for which water is now
has been used in the advocacy of the available under completed or partly
benefits to be derived from building completed works, and we have appli- reservoirs at. the head of the Rio cation for water for only about 420,000
Grande. It has been urged that the acres and in addition temporary renta'
government should permit filings to be contracts for about 360,000 acres, mak
made on public lands for reservoirs at ing a total of 780,000 acres, or a little
s
of the area for
the head of the stream because of the over
If
alleged large return flow from the which water has been provided.
lands irrigated by them. It is to be we assume that about a quarter of a
noted that there have already been million acres are now standing idle
granted rights of way for a large num- - lor which water has been provided at
ber of sites and filings have been an average cost ot $:;0 an acre, we
made in the office of the state en- - have an investment of $7,.ri00,000
gineer of Colorado for many reser- - which is not at present, productive. To
voirs. In all there have been filings rectify this condition we are using ev- made for a capacity of 4,343,700 acre- - try reasonable effort to induce larger
cultivation of the land and are more
feet.
Not all of the reservoirs have been concerned in larger and better cultivation than in simply building
more
built, but the list shows that there
have been great developments pro- s is in l)nrtial explanation of the
posed at least and that if there is any
considerable return seepage this will Question just asked as to whether the
be an important factor in the develop- - government has undertaken any that
ment of the lower lands. Unfortunate- - looked doubtful. As evidences have
shown' W nave Perhaps built works
ly, however, much of the seepage from
the irrigated lands which will be sup- - more rapidly than would have been
we taken fully into ac- l;lied from these reservoirs does not Jilst'fied had
eount
slow
the
development of the
deget into the Rio Grande, but into
and the obstacles to immediate
pressions not directly connected with country
ii tilization of the land. There has thus
the river
Returning now to the Mesilla valley, !bee"a certain e,ement of risk even
!the government enterprises where
which contains the principal tract of
11 's not
necessary to figure time,
land to be irrigated from the water
,
, tho
h llrofit. or interest, as in the case of
ft
noted that canals have already been the use of private capital
Mr. Andrus.
Well, capital is very
built in the valley, and some of these
Lave great age. These canals receive careful sometimes, and I do not see
they would not have as much
the muddy water from the river, and why
chance as the government.
large expense is incurred each year in
Afl X'ail'rtll
nr
nnnJI,Ann we'e
'
'
keeping them clean and in throwing r
L u?ht
out the accumulated material.
the reclamation act of
passage
Mr. Greene. Speaking of throwing June 17 1902 it was then shown that
that material out on the side, what,private enterprise in irrigation had
means do you take to keep that ma- - practically stopped because none of
terialfrom falling into the stream the investors had received any profits!
again?
When the government took up the sur- Mr. Newell It is heavy mud and veys and construction there was a
dries quickly, then vegetation grows reviva of interest, and
private capital
on
came in and companies were formed.
Mr. Andrus. My idea was to put in But the men who
put in the money to
a dam way down on the bedrock, which build the works
receive returns,
rarely
would mean a saving a great amount t js the men who own the lands that
e
of water that could be used very
the money if any is made.
on the land.
though the investors may not be finanMr. Newell. Yes; the series of dams' dally successful,
yet the communities
,win resuic in returning an amount of where the investments are made bene
the seepage.
fit to the extent of several times the
Mr. Greene. You spoke of purchas-- j investment. The argument l
made
ing a canal from a Mexican company! that the development of the arid west
for $120,000. Did they fail because of must be by the government
taking
their inability to carry out the scheme, up some of the largest or most ex- Mr. Newell. That is the Franklin pensive projects which have not an ele- canal, at El Paso. It failed primarily ment of profit and yet which ultimate
because of the lack of continuous sup- ly will return the cost of construcply of water. The annual flood of the tion.
Rio Grande was too irregular and too
Mr. Andrus. I am not objecting; I
short in duration.
Then
only want to get information.
Mr. Andrus. I suppose you can put the projects so far completed are
in a dam and get plenty of water, and
and profitable, so that the
that you have that in view.
government is not losing anything or
Mr. Newell. The enterprise was not standing the chance of losing?
financially feasible on account of wa- Mr. Roberts. Is it not a fact that
ter shortage. It is one of those enter-.thosreclamation protects are the onlv
prises which would probably never pay projects? In other words, the only
without having a large storage supply place where the proposition has been
of water.
made and where the money Invested
Mr. Andrus. You say it would never ' by the government is
expected to come
pay them. Has the government ever back; is it not a fact that In the
undertaken in any of these irrigation dredging of the rivers and all the
projects any that looked doubtful to eastern enterprises it is being done at
see whether they would be successful? a total loss, and they never expect
Mr. Newell. There is an element of the money to come back. wherfla (n
doubt in some of them, but the doubt the development of the west the mon- lj less than would be the case in a ey will ultimately come back Into the
similar enterprise by a private com- - hands of the government?
pany, because the government is not
Mr. Newell. That is the theorv. The
required to consider loss of Interest, immediate beneficiaries the farmers
In a private enterprise paying Inter- - on the land will ultimately
back
est at 6 per cent It does not take the money supplied by the pay
govern- many years to eat up all possible orof- - ment. and It will be used over aeain
Its If there is any considerable delay in other communities. The
projects
in getting the land settled and pro-- no doubt can be handled successfully

I

v

others.

Mr. Andrus. This gentleman (Mr.
Roberts) was referring to the rivers
and harbors bill, suppose, where the
case
(Continued from yesterday.)
In
the
of
the gov- projects are started and made at the
ducing crops.
Mr. Andrus. Without your not draw- -' eminent projects it is not necessarj request of the localities, and the government will never be repaid. But
ing anything from the reservoir, you to consider whether they will be
there are some good ones and some
impound the water for two or dally successful on un
.ing basis, and we can thus afford to mighty poor ones. Hut now we cut out
years?
Mr. Newell. Yes; in low years, such await, and if the lands are not prompt-a- s the poor ones and get the ones that
I suppose it is the
and 1902.
ly utilized the enterprise is not jeop-Mr- are profitable, and
Andrus. Does any part of that ardized as it is under private auspices, same way in irrigation.
Mr. Baker.
What project is comwater run into the ground from the In this connection I wish to quote
j
from a statement by Mr. R. P. Teele. pleted?
canon, through that rook?
Mr. Newell. No project is absolute-Mr. Newell. That is all rock, and if in charge of irrigation statistics for
there is any seepage, it is probably the census. He calls attention to the ly completed. Several of them are ap-no and
per cent)
very small.
striking fact of the large acreage for proaching between
Mr. Andrus.
There seem to be so which water has been provided, bur. 01' completion or even more.
Mr. Raker. Which is the nearest?
many dark lines there that I thought which is not being utilized. In speak-therFor many years the Republic of
ing of the results of the last census, he
might be seepage there.
intorest-bear-thre-
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TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted anc repaired. New
Ribbons and sue
degree. Ancient and Ak platens furnished.
cepted Scottish Rite o plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Free Masonry meet 01 arxi rented. Standard makeB handled.
the third Monday of each mont; All repair work and typewrite.1
juar
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening U auteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
Masonic Hall, south Bide of Plus
changa Phone 231.
Visjiting ?citlsh Rite Maaong ar car
dially Invited to attend.
CONSIDER
PLEASE
MOTHER
S. G. CitRTWRIGHT,
32.
FACTS.
Venerable Mailer
YOl'R HOY OR GIRL at school?
HENRY 5 , STEPHENS, 32
Anything that will
Learning what?
ftecretary.
make money? Just think what you
are feeding and clothing the child
for, and not bringing in a cent, and
B. P. O. E.
i
66, B. P. O. Fu hold HOW LONG IS IT GOING TO LAST?
i
isanta Fa Lodge No before he 'er is fit for money making?
WHAT? LEARNING THE PIANO,
Its regular session ot
the second and fourtl oi sonic other instrument? Oh, says
of
eaci you, it is so nice to hear a tune. Have
Wednesday
month. Visiting brott you ever to drive your youngster to
If the child loved music
era are tnviteu aL practice?
driving would not be necessary. Has
welcome.
FRANK T. BLANUY,
your child the right brain for music;
are you sure? You may rest very
Exalted Ruler.
sure that it is costing you a lot of
P. M. A. LIEN'AU,
down the gutter
Secretary. money, just thrown
Does the milk
in thousands of cases.
turn sour at discordant noises? NOW
Santa Fe C a m i COMES A DIFFERENT METHOD!
1K14, M. W. a.
MONEY MAKING, that is what your
meets second Tuet child is
attending school for, or to
wo
day each month,
learn HOW, now, isn't it? Very Well
cial meeting tkirc then, let them learn SHORTHAND
at Fire and blindfolded typewriting, as this
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visii makes their other lessons
easier.
Ing neighbors welcome.
They take down the teachers' talk
A. G. WHITTIER, Pi Diut
and they think everything connected
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
with their lessons in shorthand.
Iet
them do this while in the Tth and 8th
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. giades. With daily practice, writing
Lodge No. 251. Holds its their lessons in shorthand, they are
regular meeting on the flrnt becoming rapid writers, and so save
Thursday of each month at a Parent over $l,ono, when you reckon
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m. a two years' separate course, clothing,
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- food and not a cent income. They are
come.
ready to EARN money right away on
leaving school if they are taught shortJ. A. RAEL, F. M.
hand and typewriting while in the
DAVID GONZALES,
grades and high school.
Secretary.
Shorthand costs $50 for a full
course with guaranteed proficiency, in
F. W. FARMER
fact, to completion and to pupils and
Homestead No.
$j a week for
parents satisfaction.
2879.
10 weeks.
Brotherhood
of
is also
Typewriting (blindfolded)
American Yeomer $."il) easy payments in the same way,
Meets First Fri but we loan each pupil a $100 machine
day of the month at own home for practice, and without
at the Fireman. extra charge, when at least half of the
Hall. H. Fortiiiiii. tuition is paid.
You perhaps say:
A, E P. Robinson.
"My child has
Cor. bee. Fred t. quite enough study at the school, withAlarifl.
out taking anything fresh."
NOW PLEASE DO LISTEN to
ODD FELLOWS, reason.
Your child has plenty to do at
v No. 2, I. O. O. F.
sJJ Santa Fe Lodge school, and with home lessons, but
meets regularly shorthand will make the studies easier,
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl as the child will think all the studies
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- in shorthand, and so fasten every
ers always welcome.
thought in the brain. At the present
time your child takes the longest way,
with shorthand the shortest way is
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches adopted.
Your child can learn shorthand with
ter, N. Y., says he recommends Foley
15 minutes a day. Let him or her rebeat
every
opportunity
Kidney pnis
cause they gave him prompt relief main at the school 13 minutes after
from a bad case of kidney trouble that school hours, and in three to four
had long bothered him. Such a recom- weeks quick notes in shorthand of
mendation, coming from Mr. Sable, is TEACHERS' TALK can be taken
direct and convincing evidence of the down: then comes the happy child.
great curative qualities of Foley Kid- It will be sunshine all his 'er life
ney Pills. For sale by all druggists. with the knowledge, without shorthand, all his er life is sorrow, at not
NOTICE.
being able to do the work equal to
In the District Court of the United the other who has learned shorthand.
When your child is through the High
State for the District of New MexSchool, think of the opportunities for
ico.
The United States of America, Plain a situation. A hundred offers and
chances in life to half a chance when
tiff.
shorthand is not known. For the
No. 120.
vs.
Minibres River Water Co., Defendant. child's sake, let he 'er learn shortIt appearing to the court that the hand and tyiiewriting NOW.
The new A. B. C. shorthand is not
above entitled cause is commenced for
the purpose of removing a certain the kind our grandfathers wrote, it
A. B. C. and
cloud upon the title to real estate of is based on the every-daand learn
be
can
read,
written,
of
easily
United
America,
States
the
plaintiff,
within the District of New Mexico, and ed, and never forgotten.
Come in and talk it over. Say what
It further
appearing that Mimbres
River Water Company, the defendant you can afford to pay weekly. Wa
herein, is not an inhabitant of and want the pupil, and we want tho
cannot be found within the said Dis- money, but we want to train hundreds
trict of New Mexico, and that said de- in shorthand and make use of them
fendant has not voluntarily appeared as our assistants in teaching in tho
in said cause, now on motion of the Public Schools, and at our own Colattorney for plaintiff, the United leges, and as traveling demonstrators
States of America, it is ordered by and salesmen and women. Plenty of
the court that the said absent defend- indoor or outdoor work and always
ant Mimbres River Water Co. do a good income. There is no better
plead, answer or demur in said caust opening throughout the world than is
by the 5th day of August, A. D 1912. offered to competent shorthand writ
It is further ordered that due serv- ers and typists. Uncle Sam want
ice of this order be made upon the them in every service, and for proof
said defendants, if practicable, wher see any postoffice and read the
ever found, and also upon the person notices pasted up. Every department,
or persons in possession of or charge Postoffice, Weather Bureau, Forestry,
of the said real estate, if any there Inland Revenue, Customs, Washingbe; and if not practicable, then that ton, D. C. offices, abroad and almost
a copy of this order be published In every town throughout the United
the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, a States and its dependencies are clamordaily newspaper published within the ing for stenographers. The same the
District of New Mexico once a week world over. The opportunities are unfor six consecutive weeks, the last pub limited.
Santa Fe Business College, the Busilication to be at least one week be
ness University of New Mexico.
fore said return day.
Hours of Tuition:
Done in open court at Santa Fe,
9 to 12 noon.
New Mexico, this loth day of May
1:30 to 5.
WM. H. POPE,
1912.
Close noon Saturday.
Judge ot the District Court of the
Evenings, Monday, Wednesday, FriUnited States for the District of
day 7 to 9.
New Mexico.
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What is that we enjoy having,
nurry to get rid of?

but

The Home of Quality Groceries

A POOR PICNIC
ap,3et'teS'

Picnic Would Be

HERE'S no better
IT
PI
we would advise
place

To buy your meats

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

than here !
That people want the
best there is,

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

To us, is very clear

must have our
meat, you know,
Can't get along without it!
We all must eat, while

AND EVERYTHING

here below,
Eat the Best, while
you're about it !

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

Phone 4.

BUT ER!

BUTTER!

JUn
V
Mi

NOW AT

F. ANDREWS

!

7E all

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

35 n

f course!

--

Phone 4.

Plaza Market Co
i

Phone92

-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH vi!l rv.n without
oil or clcaninj longer than
cny other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

v

t

A

1

ally.
t
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travel ever fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck cf ci! am! a cleaning
tjfee a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch.
7,eavc your watch wilh us

Think what it means to you to have a dainty bathroom, a
convenient cleanly laundry and a bright, glossy white kitchen
sink. It means satisfaction, a constant pleasure to know that
your home is properly equipped with well designed plumbing
fixtures.
This will be the case when
we install Standard" guaranteed
plumbing fixtures in your home.
In addition to the excellence of
the fixtures, we install" plumbing
in a careful and correct manner,
thus insuring a perfect equipment
throughout, and will gladly go into
details if you will call or write.

EOS

FOR

HIGH-GRAD- E

Watches
and
Clocks.

Santa Fe Hardware

i

st,l

i

Four-year-ol-

niar-jiiag- e

j

ML

"SoxAtsF "Albion" Bath

M

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

&

Supply Company

money. Do not miss it.
"Thomas' Ranch" ice cream sold
exclusively at Fischer's. It's different
from others.
Chocolate and vanilla
flavors.
It is your fault if you are caught unprotected during a siege of sickness or
an accident that will prevent you from
following your usual work. J. B.
manager, has a proposition that
will open your eyes with its far reaching benefits.
Ice Cream Social Tonight This evening on the lawn of
Simon Nusbaum, Washington avenue,
the Ladies of St. John's M. E. church
will serve ice cream and cake. Fifteen cents will be charged per plate.
The beautiful lawn will be illuminated
with strings of incandescent bulbs. Tables and chairs will be arranged under the trees and on the veranda.
Professor Norton Addresses Teacher's Institute An intensely interesting
address was made this forenoon by
Professor Walter Norton to the teachers institute at the high school. He
held the attention of the teachers
closely.
Had a Glorious Time. St. Vincent's
Orphanage had a glorious picnic in
the Santa Fe Canon yesterday. Many
antos, including the Firemen's auto
truck, were placed at the disposal of
the Sisters of St. Vincent and their

been done away with entirely. The
new management is hustling and is
giving Santa Fe a first class hotel.
PALACE HOTEL ON
SEMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
The Palace Hotel under new
management is now on the
plan in response to popular demand.
Rooms from 7j cents per day
Choice rooms and
upward.
suites for regular occupants,
at special rates.

Hay-var-

First-clas-

s

restaurant.

Spe-

cial Sunday dinner for businessmen and their families.
Meals 50 cents.
The bar room has been entirely removed.

Report of the Condition of

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

of Santa Fe,
at Santa Fe, In the State of New Mexico,
at the close of business June 14. 1912.
Resources,
Loans and discounts
$544,539 01
312 28
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
V. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
40,000 00
U. S. Houds to secure U. S. de50,000 00
posits
98,330 29
Bonds, securities, etc
flx-- 1
furniture
and
house,
Banking
charges.
49.194 93
tures
Keal Estate owned
4,li5 65
"The best ice cream in the city" Other
Due from National Bunks (not
is everyone's verdict after eating
reserve agents)
19,439 66
from State and Private hanks
"Thomas'
Ranch" ice cream
at j Due
and hankers. Trust Companies
i
2.837 58
Fischer's.
and Savings Banks
reserve agents 226.4110 41
Due from
History Now on Sale B. M Read's ('hecks andapproved
1,051 73
other cash items
955 00
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just Notes of other National Banks
nickels
Fractional
currency,
paper
from press, is now for sale and may
289 86
and cents
be ordered directly from the author, LA WFULMONEY BESKKVE IN BANK
vrz:
or through the New Mexican Printing Specie
$51,830 85
2,420 00
Legal Tender notes
Company. Price. $10.
54,250 85
First National Bank Statement
V. 8.
with
fund
Redemption (6
Treasurer per cetit. of
Steadily climbing up ,the totals in the
2,000 00
First National Bank statement are
....
30
$1,093,797
Total
now near the $1,100,000 mark, while
Liabilities.
deposits are reaching out for the three
$150,000 00
paid In
quarter million mark and loans and Capital stock
75,000 00
luna
discounts exceed half a million. The surplus
Undivided Profits, less Kxpen ses
27.244 30
raxes
and
paid
statement is published in today's New National
Bank Notes outstand ing 40.000 00
3,149 64
Mexican.
Due toother National Bunks..
to Suite unu Private B.mks and
Fine Piece of Ore J. W. Alters is . Due
Bankers
12,433 24
deposits subject to 460 168 76
today exhibiting a good sized hunk of Individual
check
1.753 69
heavy ore from his mines in southern Demand certificates of deposi t...
269.754 02
certificates of deposit...
Santa Fe county. It runs $S to $12 a Time
1.037 27
certitled checks
ton in gold and a considerable per Cashier's checks outstanding.
3,257 17
25.245
47
United
Slates
deposits
cent in copper. It is refractory. Some- Deposits of I'.S.disbui'singon'l
ers 24 753 21
tons
a
ore
million
like
of
have
thing
$1,093. 97 30
Total
been blocked ou! on the property.
State of New Mexico, county of Santa
ss:
When your doctor prescribes for Fe.
I, .lames B. Head, cashier of the above
you, take your prescription to Zook's named bank, do solemnly swear that the
is true to the best of my
ahovestatenieiit
and
and you get right drugs
right knowledge and belief.
JAMES B. H KA 1)
Cohkkot
Attest:
Cashier,
prices.
'
K .1. BALKS,
Palace Hotel on New Plan Today
L. A. Hl'tJH FS.
.1.(4. SCHUMANN.
the Palace Hotel went on the
Directors
plan and it seems to give Subscribed and sworn to before me this
of June 1912.
general satisfaction. The bar room, 20t h day STUART
(J. McCRIMMON.
which was- obnoxious to many has
Notary Public.
n

i

j

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
I

;

;

JEWELER.'

HEADQUATERS

Chi-may- o

Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing,
a! Goebel's.
New Night Clerk
Tom Dean has
taken the position of night clerk at
the Palace Hotel.
the
Eye prescriptions are given
most careful and painstaking
attention when Zook fills them.
Presbyterian Pic Nic The Presbyterian Sunday school will picnic on
next Tuesday in Santa Fe canon.
No other ice cream in town equals
"Thomas' Ranch" Ice Cream. Try it
at Fischer's.
Notice Sparks has quit selling electric irons. He will let you try one
free and the iron will sell itself.
Sandstorm
at Albuquerque Albuquerque last evening experienced one
of the severest sand storms of the
season.
WANTED Girl to do general tiouse
work in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican.
Two in the Jusgado City policemen last evening
arrested Manuel
Sena and Francisco R. y Garcia for
being drunk.
Lost or Strayed A small white
horse. "Please return to Plaza Market
and be reimbursed for your trouble.
Beginning of Summer. Tomorrow-markthe beginning of summer and
brings- the longest day and shortest
night of the year.
First Water Melons Kaune is to-

SECURE THE BENEFITS OF
GOOD PLUMBING NOW

THE

day selling the first water melons of
the season. They look good nd there
was an early rush for them.
The Woman's Aid Society of. the
First Presbyterian church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs,. Theo. Corrick.
Trading Quite a number of Cochi-tIndians and several men from
are selling blankets, pottery
and other ware today to local traders.
Excursion Was Late The Women's
Federation excursion, scheduled to arrive this forenoon did not get here
irom the east until two o'clock this
afternoon.
Seasonable
Merchandise This
week "Townsend" offers some splendid bargains, Khaki, linen and plain
white skirts. Our prices will move
them.
Ladies Aid Society The Ladies'
Aid of St. John's M. E. church will
meet at the home of Mrs. H. S. Lutz
400 Don Gaspar avenue at 2:.1(1 p. m.
Friday, June 21.
Woman's Auxiliary The Woman's
Auxiliary and the Guild of the Church
of the Holy Faith will meet at 2:30
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Blandj'.
Remembered by Cooney. New Mex
ico scribes are receiving complimentary entrance tickets to the San Diego
Exposition in 1915 from Representative T. . Cooney of Socorro county.
Free Mocking BirdsOn Saturday
forenoon, from 9 to 12 o'clock, Pflue-- I
ger, the shoeman, will distribute free
jto all comers the latest novelty, the
Mocking Bird. Stop in and get one.
Ice Cream Social The Ladies' Aid
Society of the M. E. church will give
Ian ice cream social on the lawn at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Xus-- !
baura tonight commencing at S o'clock.
Special Rate for Prize Fight The
Santa Fe advertises a round trip rate
of $1.20 from Santa Fe for the prize
fight at Las Vegas on July 4, the dates
of sale to be July 3 and 4, and the return limit July 7.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, incluu
ing electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
You can be sure of having
your
drug orders delivered quickly by sending them to Zook's.
Scalded to
Death
Claude Welch, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Welch at Albuquerque, was scald- ed to death yesterday in a tub of boi!-- ;
ing water into which he walked baek-- I
ward.
Marriage License Issued A
license was issued today by
County Clerk MarceHno A. Ortiz to
Enrique Sanchez and Benigna Lobato
of Santa Fe. The couple will be mar- I ied next
Monday. .
If you want the best ice cream to
be had in town go to Fischer's and get
'"Thomas' Ranch" ice cream. Ciioco-- !
laie and vanilla flavors,
The Time to Buy Carpets Real bar-- j
gains in carpets will be offered by the
Wagner Furniture Company from tomorrow on, when a special sale will
lie on to clean out the immense stock
of carpets in the house.
There is going to be a carpet sale
r
Furniture Comat the
pany, starting tomorrow that will be a
bummer and one that will save you
a

XXXXXSXXXXX

WHAT
A

ID UP.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., June 20. New
Mexico, tonight and Friday,
fair and warmer.

Going Picnicking?

3

fffilLK

THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1912.

Akers-Wagne-

All

colors. $1.09 per doz.pants

Now

is the time to set them out

THE CLARENDON GARDENS
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

NATHAN SALMON

